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The next monthly meeting of the ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
will be held January 27th at 7130 P.M. in the Fisher Laboratory
Bldg. at the Hopkins Marine Station in Pacific Grove. Enter the
main gate to Hopkins, turn right and drive to a large barn-like
building adjacent to the Monterey Bay Aquarium construction site.
For those of you who wish to plan further in advance, the general
meetings are the last Thursday of every month. If there are
plans to deviate from that pattern you will be promptly notified.
********************
Our January speaker will be Dave Bain, currently of Long
Marine Lab at U.C. Santa Cruz. Dave came into existence in or
around the tiny burg of Washington D.C., but grew up to get a
BA in Biology at UCSC in 1980. Dave began research on cetaceans
in 1977 when he developed an independent stUdy of Tursiops
truncatus, the Atlantic Bottlenose Dolphin, at Marinland.
Florida. A year later he came to the West Coast and trained his
observational sights on the Killer Whales {Orcinus orca)at Marine
World/Africa U.S.A. in Redwood City. He has been lost in the
1
convolutions of behavioral research ever since. If we are lucky
Dave's lecture may cover his study of Orcas around the northern
end of Vancouver Island -- the source of the captive Killer
Whales at Marine World. He spent the last two summers observing
their behavior and communication. His main topic, however, will
be the rehabilition of stranded dolphins as practiced by Marine
World. In one six month period they had to care for a stranded
killer whale, a pilot whale, a striped dolphin, a common dolphin
and two white-sided dolphins that were brought in together. If
you always wanted to know what happens to a beached cetacean
after it is hauled off the beach, then this lecture is a must •
.
*********************
NOTES FROM THE EDITOR ~]. The Soundings has just
been qiven an added vote of confidence and cash from our local
Board of Directors, so starting with the February issue I can
include a few more pages. This means I can give you some of the
articles and information I promised in the Nov./Dec. issue. A
heavy personal workload and a minor illness prevents me from
bringing in the new year with the bang-up newsletter I intended.
In le~. of that, I wish all of you the best possible luck
and happiness in the New Year 1983. Thank you for your
enthusiasm and gratifying comments on the last two issues.
***********************
THANkS FOR THE MEMORIESI
A number of local businesses donated items to the Artisans
Craft Fair at the La Playa Hotel last month. These items were
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BEAuTIFUL HANDMADE LACE &
RIBBON PILLOW -
r~ffled off to the lucky ticket holders. We are very greatful for
this lOcal support. Thanks to all who donated I
1. WHALE MOTIF TIE, MAROON COLOR THE ROBERT TALBOTT TIE SHOP
+~tNto~~Z~~EpHBatkBQ£IcH
P.O.BOX 1516.P.B. 93953
THE UNDERWORLD
ATTN a CijRlt~ SCHNEIDERtA~fO~39~r1
2.
3. A VERY GOOD LOOKING MAN'S
KNIT POLO SHIRT -
4. ASSORTMENT OF FIVE MARIE
BRIZARD LIQUERS -
DEREK RAYNE, LTD.
ATTNa MR. DEREK RAYNE
P.O. BOX AA
CARMEL, CA 93921
NIELSEN BROS. MARKET INC.
ATTNa MR. MERVIN SUTTON
. P.O. BOX Po
SAN CARLOS & 7THCARMEL, CA 93921
5. HANDSOME MAN'S COTTON KNIT
SWEATER -
ALBERT LTD. THE LOroE P. B.
ATTN: PATRICIA JOHANSON
P.O. BOX 1096
PEBBLE BEACH, CA 93953
6. COUPONS FOR 5 CHICKEN SUPREME JACK IN THE BOX
SANDWICHES & 5 REG. FR. FRIES - ATTN: MR. KEN OWEN889 ABREGO ST.MONTEREY, CA 93940
7. SUNDAY BRUNCH FOR '!WO
COCKTAILS INC.-.
THE CHART HOUSE
AT'IN: MR. TIM PERRARA
~8~~'~Y~O~3940
***********************************
*** FINS 'N' FLUKES ***
The number of non-(;rey cetaceans sighted in the last month
is lower than average. This is probably not due to any natural
decline in animalS. but due to fewer people exploring the outer
reaches Of the bay this time of year. Most whale trips at this
season concentrate on the near shore waters frequented by the
migrating grey Whales, with the exception of the baby whale seen
3
January 8th. there will be no special mention of Grey whale
sightings, since they are too numerous to document here.
Nov. 22nd: JUd Vandevere sighted 10 plus Risso's Dolphins
(Grampus griseus)at the mile buoy off Hopkins Marine Sta.
Nov. 24th: Two Orca's (killer whales) were seen off Pt. Pinos
near the buoy by Jack Head & Lin Jensen, while
participating in their daily jogging migration. The
Orca's were headed south and performed extensive aerial
activity (breaching & jumping) for 30 minutes.
Jan. 8th: Milos Radakovich. crew and passengers of one of Debbie
Shearwater's whale trips were thrilled with the dis-
covery of a 12 ft. new born Grey whale with mother.
There were unconfirmed reports of a mother and baby
Grey on the 12th near Pt. Pinos and on the 14th near
Marina St. Beach.
Jan. 10th: A fUll grown (that means bigl) male elephant seal was
heard vocalizing offshore in Stillwater Cove. He
apparently did not come aShore.~xpect to see fewer
greys headed south as we get closer to February. By
late February we can expect to see greys headed
north and stragglers still headed south. More on greys
next issue.
4
*** WHALE TRIPS ***
*** SHEARWATER JOURNEYS ***
As usual Debbie Shearwater is running a series of excellent
whale trips in and around Monterey Bay. Local naturalists are
always available to point out birds and mammals and answer your
questions. There are still openings on the Jan. 23 rd. & Jan.29th
trips. Her February 5th trip is fUll, but February 19th is still
open. For more information contact Debra Love Shearwater at
362 Lee St., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 or call (408) 425-8111.
For those still wishing to whale watch on February 5th, M.E.R.
(Marine Environmental Research) is running a whale trip aboard
the schooner VARUA. ACS members are always welcome on these open
trips. Contact Esta Lee Albright (408) 375-1658 for details.
********************************
NEWS OF THE BEACHED MARINE MAMMAL GROUP:
If you are a beached marine animal, take heartl A group of
local volunteers are being trained to give you a hand. They met
on Dec. 13th at the Monterey Co. SPCA and were coached on the
handlinq of birds that are injureo or oiled. The group was urged
to walk local beaches after storms, searching for birds and
mammals in need of help.
Pat Quinn, who is in charge of the new wildlife center at the
SPCA.wil1 start classes for volunteers who wish to assist in the
recovery of sick or handicapped wildlife. Classes will start on
the first Monday in February at 7:30 PM and will run for 4 to 6 ~.
5
For more information contact the SPCA or Esta Lee Albright at
(408) 375-1658.
At the Dec. 13th meeting Gary Boage reported that State
wildlife and fishery groups are beginning to develop emergency
plans in the event of an oil spill. Volunteer groups, such as ou~
are being examined as prototypes for an organized statewide
program. This is not strickly an ACS volunteer group. Members
come from the Audubon Society and Friends of the Sea Otter, as
well. If you want to see the world, join the Navy, but if you
want some exciting and gratifying work with wild animals, con-
sider joining this worthy effort.
***************************
AN "ELEGANT" SOLUTIONs
Our volunteer stranded animal team responded earlier this
month to an urgent call from Fred & Anne of Borg's Motel at
635 Ocean View Blvd. Pacific Grove. They had witnessed a young
sea lion "beached" on a large pile of drift kelp, just south-west
of Lovers Point. Although the SPCA was called at 8s30 AM they
were unable to respond immediatelY, and our team'was contacted.
Fred & Anne helped keep kids and dogs from disturbing the animal
until Alison Tomlin & Anne patterson arrived. After one and a
half hours of duty on a cold blustery day, Alison & Anne were
relieved by two officers from the SPCA. It was determined that
the three foot long sea ~n was most likely from this years crop
and unusual because it was female. Most sea tions in the baYmsr~.
6
Lovell & Libby Langstroth
The SPCA officials netted the young seal ion and shipped hor to
the Marine Mammal Center at Fort Cronkite, in Marin County, for
treatment of internal parasites. Her regal appearance and big
endearing eyes earned her the name UElegant". She has reqained
her strength sUfficiently to begin chasing her keeper around the
pen. I trust she will soon be lobbying again, against the male
chauvinist crowd that hangs around the end of the Coast Guard
Breakwater. Here's to the ERA (Elegant Rights Amendment- of
course r)
LOCAL HUMPBACKS:
Be sure to catch the Humpback Photo Exhibit at the Pacific
Grove Museum. The photos of Monterey Bay Whales are by Ron Branson
and are enhanced by an exhibit of Ectoparasites (external parasites)
found clinging to the whale's skin. A beautiful Alpine Graphics
Poster of a Humpback will also be available for $5.00. The
Museum is open 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM, Tuesday through Sunday .
...
The growing family of ACS Monterey Bay Chapter extends a special
greeting to the following new members:
Wendy Hyden Nancy Koppel
Sally Mark Elizabeth Muthews John Sander!=;on
***************************************************
Address all membership requests directly to the MONTEREY BAY
CHAPTER OF ACS - P.O. BOX HE, PACIFIC GROVE, CA.93950 - 0405.
***************************************************
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The next meeting of ACS Monterey Bay will be at 7:30 PM
Thursday February 24th. The meeting location is the Fisher
Laboratory building at Hopkins Marine Station. New attendees
can easily find Fisher Laboratory by turning right after enter-
ing Hopkins' main gate and driving to the end of the road. Due
to new landscaping parking is rest~icted to the few spaces
immediately in front of the building. Please park in the main
station lot if these spaces are taken.
*************************
Monterey Bay is blessed with an unusual variety of natural
habitats. The rich intertidal pools and lush submarine forests
are surrounded by equally rich and diverse land environments.
Riparian woodlands (i.e., along a stream), stands of redwood
and cypress, and rOlling hills covered in sage and manzinita
make our coast one of the most beautiful and scientifically
t. t t' . .
'in eres 1.ng reg1.ons 1.n the state" We are also lucky to have a
~rowing number of local scientist:s and natura"lists who special-
ize in interpreting this unique natural world to the pUblic. I
/1/
am very pleased to welcome one of this new breed to our next
meeting. Bruce Stewart of Moss Landing Marine Lab will give us
a detailed look at one of our most important, yet often over-
looked habitats, with his lecture on the natural history of
Elkhorn Slough. Bruce will not only discuss the physical and
biological states of the slough, but also mans impact. He will
also touch on the politics of utilizing and preserving the
slough habitats.
ABOUT OUR SPEAKER:
Bruce Stewart is ideally suited to the title of lecturer.
His whole life revolves around public education and community
involvement in nature. Originally from Visalia, CA., Bruce
worked as a graphic artist in San Francisco for three years,
and completed his undergraduate studies at U.C. Davis. He is
now working for a graduate degree in public education. He is
active in outreach programs to local schools, the development
of a docent program and activity guide for the slough, and
serves on the education committee of the Nature Conservancy.
He also teaches a class on Elkhorn Slough through the North
Monterey County Adult SchOOl Program. The class meets at Moss
Landing Marine Lab on Thursday evenings at 7:00 PM. Pre-
registration "is not requ~red, so you may enlist by showing upt
at one of the meetings.
/2/
What a sound a whale makes:
Our special thanks to Dave Bain for his excellent Jan. 27th
lecture on Killer Whale vocalization. Dave showed how the sounds
produced by Killer Whale family groups differ from group to group,
and how these vocalizations help to hold the families together as
an efficient hunting pack. His future research hopes to uncover
the social implications and communication potential of Killer
Whale "songs~.
************************
/3/
Ta-lA.rus
Age.
SHEARWATER JOURNEYS
Recent trips offered by Debra Shearwater have resulted in
close-up views of Sperm Whales and Laysan Albatross. Get in on
all this action by taking one of these fine trips.
February 27th - An all day, 8 AM to 3 PM, whale trip to Sperm
Whale and albatross territory/ $25
March 5th - A $35 cruise to the Monterey Seavalley, leaving from
Santa Cruz.
March 17th - A weekday whale cruise for $22.
Marc~ 20th - A $25 Sunday whale trip.
March 30th - A four hour Gray Whale cruise for $20.
For more information call (408) 425-8111 or write Shearwater
Journeys, 362 Lee Street, Santa Cruz, CA. 95060
/4/
*** FINS 'N' FLUKES ***
Jan. 15th - A mating pair of gray whales was seen 3 to 4 miles
off Pt. Pinos, being voyeurized by 20 Risso's
: Dolphins.
Jan. 16th - Debra Shearwater and passengers saw three Killer
Whales near Pt. Joe. They included one large male,
one small male and one calf or small female. The
same same pod was seen later that day near Sobranes Pt.
Jan. 17th -
parade
Baby gray whales continue to fill the news as they
parade along our coast with their mothers. A sight-
ing on this date off P.G. is just one of four this
month - two off P.G. and two off Yankee Pt.
Jan. 21st - Phil Mason, aboard an army patrol boat, saw 15
common dOlphins near A buoy, off Fort Ord.
Jan. 22nd - Jerry Koegel, a Monterey fisherman, found a six foot
common dolphin stranded near Wharf No. 2 in Monterey.
SPCA animal control officers Bill Kaelin and Anna
Wilson dragged the dolphin into deeper water at 11:30
PM, where it swam off to an unknown fate.
Jan. 23rd - A dead 12 foot 6 inch baby gray whale, weighing 400
lbs., washed ashore near Pt. Pinos. A fOllowing tide
carried it back to sea.
Jan. 29th - Again one of Debbie's boats sae two groups of 4 and
8 individual Dall's Porpoise.
Feb. 2nd - Lind Martin of Monterey Bay Aquarium saw 15 Risso's
Dolphins ~ mile off Hopkins Marine Station.
Feb. 5th - Debbie Shearwater, aboard the Star of Monterey ( Sam's
Fishing Fleet), sighted 7 to 10 Sperm Whales swimm-
ing and possibly feeding in over 1400 fathoms ( 8400
feet) of water, 20 miles west of Cypress Pt. The
whales were around 35 feet long and may have been ~.
Between 5 and 11 miles out they sighted 250 Risso's
Dolphins and 20 to 30 Northern Right Whale Dolphins.
A Northern Fur Seal was also seen 10 miles off
Cypress Pt.
/5/
Feb. 9th - A premature dead Harbor Seal pup washed up at Hopkins
Marine Station. Also this month one of last years
Elephant Seal pups hauled out on the boat ramp at the
Monterey Monterey Marina for a little R & R. It returned to
sea without incident.
Other sightings: Jud Vandevere reported seeing a Stellar Sea Lion \
among the more conventional crowd at the Coast
Guard B~eakwater.
******************************************************************
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Baby gray whales are not the only babies to show up on our
coast this winter. The Monterey chapter of ACS is now one member
richer with the birth of Morgen Leigh Puckett on February 3rd.
Morgen Leigh was born at 10:00 PM and was 18~ inches long and
5 1bs.,15~ ounces. She has already discovered how to put her
parents off guard by coming 5 weeks early. Her mother, Gail, is
doing fine, but her father looks a little tired. Randy Puckett
was the first president of the Monterey Chapter and is a master
SCUlptor of whales.
----- _._._,
----
·0',
/6/
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SOUNDINGS NOTEBOOK:
1. The Coastal Marine Mammal Project has been tagging sea lion
(Zalophus californianus) pups off the Channel Islands in
southern California. The 2 to 4 month old pups are tagged to
learn about mortality rates, feeding cycles and individual
movement. Some pups tagged at San Nicolas Island and San
Clemente Island have been sighted as far north as the Farallon
Islands, west 0 f San Francisco.
2. ACS Monterey is pleased to report that Dane Mason and Susan
Shane are this years recipients of two $500 research grants
awarded by our chapter. Dane will continue his studies of the
common dolphin in Baja California and Susan will begin a study
of pilot whale social behavior off t catalina Island.
3. Dr. Roger Payne, long time investigator of whale vocalization,
gave a lecture to the student body of Santa Catalina School
earlier this month. The topic centered around the sounds pro-
duced by Humpback, Blue and Finback whales. The lecture was
highlighted by beautiful sound recordings. Dr. Payne is best
known for his two records "Songs of the Humpback Whale" and
"Deep Voices- The Second Whale Record".
/7/
NATURAL HISTORY NOTESr
The Life and Times of Eschrictius robustu5
Every winter Fishermanvs Wharf resounds with the calls of
boat skippers advertising whale watching trips. A much happier
note than the old "call to arms" that almost resulted in the
extinction of the gray whale. This barnacle and sea lice en-
crusted cetacean ventures forth from the food rich arctic to
travel 5 to 6 thousand miles in search of safe warm waters to
give birth. Although there was at one time an Atlantic gray
whale, which is now extinct, the Pacific gray is now the only
baleen whale that makes such a stupendous journey so close to
shore.
Gray whales have streamlined cigar shaped bodies of a dark
slate gray or black, heavily mottled with white. They lack a
dorsal fin but have a distinctive ridge along the back, with a
row of bumps or "'knuckles" studding the top of the tail. Mature
grays measure between 35 and 45 feet in length, with the females
usually larger than the males.
From June to October the gray whales feed in the shallow
Bering and ChUkchi Seas. They literally vacuum shrimp-like
amphipods and tubeworms from the soft sand and mud bottoms,
trapping their prey on the fringed baleen plates that line their
mouths. The encroaching ice of winter signals their southward
migration. They swim night and day at a speed of 5 to 6 miles per
hour, often taking 2 to 3 months to reach the Baja California
lagoons. By late December or early January the first pregnant fe-
males arrive in the safe Mexican waters. Next corne the breeding
adults and finally the yearlings and immature whales.
Gray whales reach sexual maturity in about 8 years. Although
males may mate every year, the females mate one year, give birth
the·next and then mate again th~ following year. Calves are us-
ually born between December and February and are 12 to 16 feet in
length at birth. By early March the males have begun the long re-
turn trip north. Usually by mid-April the mothers and calves will
follow. This year the time cycle has been shifted by a late winter .
in the Bering Sea. Some pregnant females apparently stayed too •
long in the food rich waters and gave birth in transit. Little is
known of the fate of these "open coast" babies.
Usually the first sign of a whale is the blow or so-called
"spout". Gray whales have a double-plumed blow up to 10 feet high.
The blow is actually a mist condensing from the warm moist air
forcibly expelled from the lungs. They will often blow three to
five times ~n relatively short succession and then "sound", mak-
ing a "long" dive of three to five minutes. This is usually pre-
/8/
ceded by the flukes being lifted clear of the water, as the whale
uses its body weight to help sink beneath the surface.
*****************************************************************
EDITORIAL PRAISE
I wish to thank Merilyn Georgevich and the 3rd grade class of
Marina Vista School for the great whale pictures that grace this
issue. There wasn't room to print them all so you will have more
to look forward to in the next few issues. Thanks a million kids.
,
Keep up the good work'
~~"",_...r--_~ ~"'--"""''''..A''__--'''._;oOIlI(~A--~-----~'''''''''
Jil .• ,
MONTEREY BAY ACS BOARD MEMBERS
Pres.: Milos Radakovich (373-3798)
Vice Pres.: Esta Lee Albright (375-1658)
Sec. : Nancy Norton (375-6497)
Trea.: Joy Osborne (375-2145)1
Newsletter: Bob Western (373-7279)
Membership: Jean Theisen (372-2293)
Special Events: Karen Laslo (373-7891)
Historian: Alison Tomlin (375-8601)
Members at Large: Alan Baldridge (372-3809)
Randy Puckett (1-663-4494)
Mary Rodriguez (375-5931)
Judson Vandevere (372-6001)
Steven Webster (373-7676)
Thomas Williams (649-4111)
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MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER OF THE AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
Our next meeting is on March 31st at 7:30 P.M. at the
Fisher Laboratory building, Hopkins Marine Station. We will
be showing two films on the study and exploitation of gray
whales. The first presentation is an 8 minute movie, called
appropriately enough "Gray Whale", that documents radio tag-
ging techniques used by a team of Oregon State University
scientists. By using compact radio transmitters, shore based
monitoring stations and an airplane, the scientists are able
to study whale movements, diving patterns and behavior during
the gray's yearly migration.
The second film is "The Whale That Would Not Dietl which
leads us through the remarkable history of the whaling industr-
ies impact on gray whale populati.ons. Twice in recorded history
man has brought the gray whale to the very brink of extinction
and twice it has recovered. This film includes some important
historic footage of whaling techniques. It also discusses the
danger of humanizing cetacean behavior. We have all been led
to believe that whales and porpoises are the benevolent friends
of man, who affectionately rub against whale watch boats or
/1/
save; drowning sailors. In real i ty they are wild animals whose
I •
behavior and intentions are little understood. In the wake of
two recent deaths during a whale watching trip in Baja Calif-
ornia (see article in this issue) we would like to have an
open discussion of this problem and what efforts should be
made to prevent damage to the observers and the whales in the
future. The discussion will occur immediately after the formal
presentation. Fee free to address any of the issues brought
forth in the movies.
**************************************************************
**************************************************************
A special thank you to Bruce Stewart of Moss Landing
Marine Lab for an excellent review, at our last meeting, of
the natural and man made history of Elkhorn Slough. Bruce
described the ancient formation of the slough arid how man -·s
influence has affected its evolution. We learned of the plants,
birds, fish and invertebrates that make this unique wetland
so important to. the entire ecoBystem of Monterey Bay. ACS
members also signed up to receive information on guided nature
walks through slough property recently acquired by The Nature
Conservancy.
/2/
NATIONAL BOARD MEETING:
--
The Monterey Chapter was pleased to host a meeting of th(~
ACS National Board the weeKend of March 12th and 13th. They
met to receive reports from chapter delegates, review current
projects and formUlate future pOlicies of the Societyo The
Monterey Chapter received warm applause from National president
Peter Bryant and the other members for making this meeting a
success. We would all like to thank Alison Tomlin for making
the Tea House at Olympia West in P.G. available for the meet-
ing, and along with Mary Rodriguez for making cookies and
soft drinks available throughout the weekend. Also Karen Laslo
who spent many hours finding accomodations for the board, and
to the following local members who made their homes availatu,:
Ann Patterson, Alison Tomlin, Steve Webster' and Alan Baldridqr
***********************************************************,**
NEW MEMBERS:
A warm and hardy welcome to the following new members of
ACS Monterey Bay:
Ruth Doudiet
Robert and Christine Emmons
Kathy J. Lyons
Thomas Johnson
Jani.ce McDonald
George L. Powell
Ann Simmons Philbin
/3/
****** FINS oN" FLUKES
Feb. 10th - A yearling female elephant seal hauled out on the
boat ramp in the Monterey Marina. This is the 3rd
4th time an elephant seal has found its way to this
relatively hidden boat ramp.
Feb. 13th - Jud Vandevere spotted the 1st north bound Gray.
Feb. 14th - Bruce Godwin spotted a 2nd Gray Whale going north
off Cypress Point. A California sea~lion sporting
a blue tag on its foreflipper was spotted near
Cypress Pt. by sid and Jay Harrison. The blue tag
indicates the seal came from Santa Barbara Island,
off southern California (see Soundings Notebook
February 1983 and this issue).
Feb. 19th - One of Debbie Shearwaters trips saw seven Grays
swimming north and a Northern Fur Seal 9 miles
west of Cypress Pt.
Feb. 27th - Six California sea I. lions were seen haUled out on
the bell buoy off Hopkins Marine Station. Sport-
fishermen say this has been happening since Dec.
Ha 1". 3rd - The seasons first live born Harbor Seal pup was
found abandoned on the rocks at Hopkins. The 5 lb.
premature seal was taken by the S.P.C.A. and sent
to the Marine Mammal Center in Marin County. Harbor
seals usually begin pupping during the first two
weeks of Apri1.
Mar. 5th - Two Dall's Porpoise were sighted along the 75
fathom depth contollr off Pt. Joe. A Gray Whale
was also seen breaching (jumping out of the water)
3 times in succession.
Mar. 17th - Another Shearwater trip sighted 6 subadult Pacific
White-sided Dolphins 10 miles west of Pt. Pinos,
and 4 female Northern Fur Seals.
This is also the season to see sea otter pups.
Female otters with nursing pups can be seen from
the COast Guard Bn~akwater or Fisherman's Wharf.
/4/
SHEARWATER JOURNEYS:
~~~ -~~_..~~N
..-.~ - ..Th1s 1S the slow season for whale watch1ng. S1nce the
demand is less, so are the number of trips. Debbies next trip
will be on May 14th, a $24 excursion on Monterey Bay. Her next
available trip will be July 30th, a $35 journey to the Montere~
Seavalley.
Debbie Shearwater·s boat trips are always filled with
unexpected moments. Besides Dall's Porpoise and Black-footed
Albatross, passengers on Debbies March 5th trip got to meet
famous bird artist and naturalist, Roger Tory Peterson. DonOt
miss all the exci tment, make reservat;.ons today for one of
these fine boat trips -- Phone (408)-425-8111u
/51
SPt:I~IAL PROGRAMS:
1. At our April 28th meeting we will be honored with a
lecture by Steve Webster of the Monterey Bay Aquarium, who
wi 11 talk about the natural history of Monterey Bay. Steve
is an excellent speaker, who will pass on his extensive know-
ledge of the bays dynamics, stories of the rich invertebrate
life of the low intertidal zone and the unique life that is
<1'1,",,,-1 F'd to our sllbmarin(~ r.anyon.
2. On May 7th we will organize carpools to carry local
ACS members to the Granite Point Marine Labs annual open house.
If you are interested in the carpool leave your name and phone
number with Milos Radakovich or Esta Lee Albright (their #'s
II" on page 10). You will find this years open house of special
: III, rest because at our May 26th meeting Jim Houk of the
Granite Point Lab will speak to ACS about the varied mari-
culture projects taking place there and throughout the state.
~;(lIINDINGS NOTEBOOK:
1. Last month I told you about the tagging of sea liou
pups in the Channel Islands. On February 14th one of the
tagged animals was spotted off our coast (see FINS 'N' FLUKES).
If you spot a tagged sea lion the color code is as follows:
Red tags indicate the animal was captured off San Nicolas Is.;
Wlli te tags are from San Clemente; and Blue tags are from S'llIl"
Bdr-bara Is.
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'"2. EL NINO IS COMING:
E1 Nino is an appelation for a strange warming trend in the
Pacific Ocean. It literally means the "little boy" and refers
to Christ, since the phenomenon was discovered at Christmas
time. E1 Ni~o has had a disruptive effect on the earths weather,
as the warm surface water changes the flow and temperature of
the air flowing accross it. Our normal Pacific weather has re-
versed itself. Torrential rains and high winds are battering the
weat coast, while the Hawaiian Islands is suffering from a dis-
astrous drought.
The warm water is also bringing unusual marine life to our
coast. Pleuroncodes crabs, normally found off Baja California
Sur, have been seen swimming near Pt. Sur and Davenport. Even
ba rracuda and boni ta have remained throughout the winte r.
3. After receiving emergency surgery for a blocked intestine
a California sea otter was released into the new tidal pool at
the Monterey Bay Aquarium - where it proceeded to spend a
number of hours rolling over and over, grooming its thick pelt,
before returning to the real worl d. Many thanks to veterina ri ('Ir.
Tom Williams for the excellent repair job.
MYSTICETE SKELETON
after Tom Ritchie
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FATAL WHALE WATCHING:
On Friday, February 25th, two men were fatally injured
when a Gray Whale collided with a whale watching boat in
Laguna Ojo de Liebre (Scammon's Lagoon), Baja California,
Mexico. The large wooden boat, run by an experienced operator '
r.
was driffing, with motor off, near the entrance to the calving
lagoon. The twelve passengers were busy watching whales spy-
hopping in the distance and saw no whales near the boat.
Witnesses say they felt an intense lurch with a loud crunch-
ing sound, followed by another lurch that almost capsized the
boat. Passengers in a nearby inflatable boat saw the flukes of
the whale strike the side of the wooden boat. The whale then
submerged and left the sceneo William Buchannan, 67, a retir-
ed brewery firm accountant and a member of the Los Angeles
Adventurers Club, was pronounced dead at the scene of an
apparent heartattack. Later investigation found he died from
a blow to the head. Gerhard Bakker, 66, a retired professor
of life sciences at Los Angeles City College, was flown to
Scripp's Memorial Hospital in La Jolla, where he died four
days later from massive head injuries.
/8/
A SITE FOR SORE OTTERSa
If you think you are tired of all this wind and rain
imagine what it is like to be a sea otter. With winter
storms ripping up their dependable kelp anchors sea otters
must resort to other methods for a well deserved rest. Some
paddle around the Monterey Marina breaking clams open on
abandoned coke bottles and collecting tourists. While others
shun the tourist scene but don't mind hanging out with the
flipper crowd. That is the group I recently found at Asilomar
State Park.
Just a quarter mile inside the northeastern boundary of
the park is a group of rocks in the low low intertidal zone
that are a favorite hang-out for harbor seals. As many as 46
harbor seals haul-out, like randomly placed silver sausages,
on the jagged algae covered granite peaks. While I was watch-
ing the dynamic LSiq] sleeping behavior of these seals I spied
what appeared to be a white fluffy disembodied head. Nearby a
large mass of brown algae began to move and I suddenly real-
ized that I was looking at a very large male sea otter, laying
belly down on the rocks, like a dog in front of a fire place,
nose to flipper with the seals.
Although Alaskan otters haUl-out regUlarly, the California
otter is seldom seen on shore, so it is exciting to witness
this behavior. Once I knew how to spot the well camouflaged
otters it was not long before I saw more.
To one side of the large male was a female laying on her
back in a stony cradle,nursing her pup. A hundred feet further
along was another haUled-out female also nursing, and a very
rotund, possiblY pregnant female just pulling herself out of
the water.
All the otters were very sociable. One of the females with
pup was found laying side by side with the big male, while a
young male would occassionally come sniffing around, soliciting
only a casual glance from the larger male. I sat fixated till
almost dark, when the rising tide washed them all back into
t-he sea, and the cold wind drove me off to my own dry haulillg-
I:llt- place.
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MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER OF THE AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
NEXT MEETING: April 28, 1983 at 7:30 P.M.
LOCATION: The Fisher Laboratory building at Hopkins
Marine Station, Pacific Grove.
TOPIC: Monterey Bay is an especially rich habitat for
hundreds of species of marine ''Jrganisms. Upwelling from
a deep submarine canyon carrie3 nutrients to warmer sur-
face waters and feeds a diverse web of life, from the
tiny plankton to the great whales. In celebration of this
we are proud to offer a lecture by Steve Webster, Director
. ,"of Educat10n for the Monterey Bay Aquar1um, on the Natural
"History of Monterey Bay. Steve will discuss the geology
and ecology of the bay and show how vastly different life
forms interact as communities. A better knowledge of the
bay is invaluable in understanding the life styles of our
local cetaceans. Do not miss this one.
SPEAKER PROFILE: Steve Webster is one of a rare breed
known as native Californians. Although he was born and
raised in San Mateo he spent his high school years at the
North Field/ Mt. Hermon Prep School in Massachusetts, later
returning to California for 4 years at Stanford University.
After graduation
/1/
After graduation Steve went back to North Field/ Mto Hermon
as an instructor 0 After half a decade of teaching he headed
again to Stanford for 6 years of grueling study and research.
cUlminating in a dissertation on the Respiratory Physiology
of Strongylocentrotus purpuratus, the purple sea urchin .-
thereby adding a PhD to his AB and MAT in biology. In 1972
he took a teaching position in the Biology Dept. of San Jose
State university, until he was called to active duty at the
Monterey Bay Aquarium in 1978. Steve is the Director of
Education for the Aquarium, but is also involved in public
relations and exhibit research and design. He has also been
a scuba diving instructor since 1965 and has led diving
trips to the Caribbean for the last 10 years. He is current-
ly working on a divers guide to the 200 most common reef
invertebrates in the Caribbean, to be pUblished in 1985 by
Sea Challengers.
SOUNDINGS NOTEBOOK I
1. EASTER SEAL VOLUNTEERS - Many thanks to all the volunteers
who manned the ropes at the April 2nd to 4th elephant seal
watch at Lover'S Point (see FINS 'N° FLUKES)o Thanks also
to the local community, who with only two exceptions were
concerned yet cooperative in not disturbing this endanger-
ed marine mammal. The seal obviously felt right at home with
all the "other" semi-marine mammals laying on blankets and
cavorting in the waves. A special thanks and welcome to
R.D. Bethel and Family (Alice and Anne) of P.G., new ACS
mambers, who also braved the inquizitive crowds at our first
and hopefully not annual easter seal watch.
/2/
2. The Nature Conservancy Needs You: The Nature Conservancy
is looking for a few good men and women for docents to lead
interpretive tours at its Elkhorn Slough Preserve. Interest-
ed volunteers will be trained during a series of programs
at the Moss Landing Marine Lab. Training will consist of
six evening sessions, held Tuesday nights from 7:00 P.M. to
9:30 P.M., and four Saturday field sessions in and around
the Slough Preserve. The first training session is on April
30th and is limited to 30 paticipants. If you are interest-
ed call or write to Mark Silberstein, Nature Conservancy,
P.O. Box 226, Moss Landing, CA 95039 (phone 633-6553 or
633-3304) •
3. Information on the frequency of certain marine mammals
in Monterey Bay is available as a reprint from the Calif.
Fish and Game (pUblication 68(4):213-223 1982). The follow-
ing is a summary from this report:
MARINE MAMMALS IN MONTEREY BAY, CALIFORNIA,
DURING THE YEARS 195~19S51
ERIC C. BARHAM'
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Marine Fisheries Service
Southwest Fisheries Center
La Jolla. California 92038
OYer about a 5-year period, 110 t1shtlnp of 12 marine mammal .pedeI and three
unidentified mammal alqorfes wete made duri,. 23hReidy sea lrips. Most fre-
quentIy .....ed were the Padflc white-shled doIphfnand DaD's porpoise. Mean herd
lifts were 1190 and 5091 anfnWs, respectJyefy. The whltHded dolphin wu abient
from early May 10 early Seplember, the majority of sfshtfnp occuned from Decem-
ber to March. Oall's porpol.e was Iftn around the calendar, but more frequently
durinB the last half of the year. Klt'er, short-finned pilot, and .perm whales were
noted only In lhal Ame period. The maJority of lAY whale tlshtfnp were correlated
with thefr wfftIer mlpallons, but a few .traaJen were seen a. lale as July. No
seatonallty " evfdent from the humpback whale sfJhtfnp. Northern fur seals were
obserwed only from 'anuary 10 'une. Two ftOfthern elephant suls and one sea olter
were noted.
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*** FINS 'N' FLUKES ***
April 2nd - A 2 year old female elephant seal hauled out
at the main beach at Lover's Point, P.G. Des-
pite the heaVY holiday crowds the seal remain-
ed till April 4th. It left during the night.
April 12th - An elephant seal pup was seen hauled out at
Yankee Point beach.
April 16th - The Bio-Acoutica1 Research Team, working with
the research vessel Varua saw numerous mother/
calf gray whale pairs and one Minke whale, off
Soberanes Point. A Moss Landing Marine Lab
group also spotted a Minke whale off Soquel.
These are the first Minkeos of the season.
April 17th - Beverly Head sighted a Minke off Point Pinos.
April 19th - A 10 foot long, 800 pound female Risso's
Dolphin stranded near Wharf #2, while 20 to
25 felloW dolphins milled excitedly just off-
shore. Animal control officers Dan Qualls (SPCA)
and Kathi Cristobal (City of Monterey) joined
with Monterey police officers Ken Brown and
JUlian Martin in organizing the gathering
crowd. They lifted the dolphin back into the
sea and watched it join its comrades. The pod
was seen heading out of the bay later that day.
The cause of the stranding is unkown, but the
pod was definitelY feeding on squid and the
female may have been accidently beached While
chasing this fast moving food.
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A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WHALES AND OTHER HARINE HAHHALS
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
Bird. James E•• WHALES. WHALING. DOLPHINS & PORPOISES. An annotated bibliography.
The American Cetacean Society of San Diego. 1977.
Magno11a. L. R•• WHALES. UHALING AND WHALE RESEARCH. A selected bibliography.
Nev York: Whale Museum Society. 1977. 91 pp.
Truitt. Deborah. DOLPHINS & PORPOISES: A Comprehensive Annotated Bibliography
of the Smaller Cetacea. Detroit: Gale Research Co•• 1974. S82"pp.
WHALES, GENERAL
Burton. Robert. THE LIFE AND DEATH OF WHALES. Nev York: Universe Books. 1973. 159 pp.
Coffey, David J •• DOLPHINS. WHALES AND PORPOISES: An Encyclopedia of Sea Hammals.
Rev York: Macmillan. 1976.
Fichtelius. R•• Sjolander, S•• SMARTER THAN HAN? Mev York: Pantheon Books. 1972.
Matthevs. L. H. ~in author). THE WHALE. Ilew York: Simon & Schuster. 1968. 287 pp.
HcNulty. Faith. THE GREAT WHALES. Nev York: Doubleday. 1973.
Norris, Kenneth S. (ed.), WHALES. DOLPHINS A1lD PORPOISES. Los Angeles: University
of California Press. 1966.
SCll1lDOn. Charles H•• THE HARIl~E HAHHALS OF THE NORTHWESTERN COAST OF NORTH AMERICA.
with Account of the American Whale Fisheries. Dover 1968. (reprint of
Putnam's 1874 ed.).
Schevill. William E. (ed.), THE WHALE PROBLEM: A Status Report. Cambridge: '~rvard
University Press, 1974, 419 pp.
Slijper. Everhard J., WHALES AND DOLPHINS. Paperback. Ann Arbor: University of
Hichigan Press. 170 pp.
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THE InlALEBOOK. Written and C01IIpiled by the Center for Action on Endangered Species.
Waah~n8ton, D. C.: Whale Protection Fund, 1978. 64 pp.
WHALE MANUAL '78. Written and compiled by Friends of the Earth, Ltd., London, 1978.
153 pp.
Children's Book
Grins, Tamar (collector), THERE'S A S01JHD IB THE SEA, A Child'a-Bye Viev of the
Vhale. Illustrated by children. California: Scrim8hav Prellll, 1975.
BLUE WHALE
Carrighar, Sally, THE TWlLIGHT SEAS, A Blue Vha1e's Journey. Hev York: Weybright
and Talley. 1975. 176 pp. Ballentine paperback.
Small. George. THE BLUE VRALE. Hev York: Columbia University Press. 1971. 248 pp.
Children's Book
Cook, J. J •• Wisner. W. L•• BLUB WALE. Hev York: Dodd Head & Co•• 1973.
BELUGA WHALE
Kleinengerg, S.E., et all BELUCA (DELPHDlAPTERUS LEUCAS): INVESTIGATION OF THE
SPECIES. Translated by O. Theodor. National Science Foundation. 1969.
NTISITT-67-5l345.
GRAY WHALE
Gilmore. R. H•• THE STORY OF THE GRAY WHALE (1961 orisinal). Publiahed by the
American Cetacean Society of San Diego. 1972. 17 pp.
Henderson. D. A•• MER AND WHALES AT SCAHKOH'S LAGOON. Los Angeles: Dawson's Book
Shop. 1972. 313 pp.
Hiller. T•• THE WORLD OF THE CALIFORNIA GRAY WHALE. Baja Tra11~ 1975. 191 pp.
Rice. Dole W•• Wolman. Allen A•• THE LIFE HIS10RY AND ECOLOGY OF THE GRAY WHALE
(Eschrichtius robustus). American Society of Hammalogists. Special
Publication 13. Stillwater: Oklahoma State University. 1971. 142 pp.
Children's Books
Conklin. Gladys P•• JOURNEY OF THE GRAY WHALES. Holiday House. 1974.
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IMIPBACK WHALE
Andrews. Roy C. r "Observations on the Dabits of the nabaclt and 8u111pback Whale of
the Eastern North Padfic. Bulletin. American Museum of Natural Distory.
Vol. 26. 1909.
Nickerson. RoY. BROTHER WHALE. San Franciaco: Chronicle Pres8. 1977. 150 pp.
fiHBACK WALE
Skaptason. P. A•• THE FIR WALE (BALAENOPTEIlA PBYSALUS L.): A BIBLIOOIAPBY.
U. S. Dept. of the Interior. Library Sera Biblio. ser. Ro. 26.
SPEllH WALE
Beal. T•• 11IE NATURAL HISTORY OF tHE SPERH WHALE. Second Edition. London: J. Van
Voorst. 1839. 393 pp.
Berlin. A. A. THE SPERM WHALE. Trsnslated by the Israel Program for Scientific
Translations. U. S. Dept. of Commerce and the National Science Poundation.
Mo8COW. 1971. Jerusalem. 1972. HTIS'TT71-50152. 394 pp.
Helville. H. MOBY DICK. OR. THE WHALE. New York: Heritage Press. 1943. 615 pp.
Sheffer. Victor B•• THE YEAR OF TIlE WALE. New York: Scribner. 1969. 214 pp.
Children's Book
Scheffer. Victor B•• LITTLE CALF. New York: Scribner. 1970. Baaed on
YEAR OF tHB WHALE.
DOLPHINS AND PORPOISES
Kell08g. Winthrop H•• PORPOISES AND SONAR. Chicago: Univeraity of Chicago Pre.a. 1961
176 pp.
Leatherwood. S•• Ca1c1vell. D•• WiDn. H•• WHALES. DOLPHINS' PORPOISES OF THE WESTERN
NORtH ATLAHTIC. A Cuide to Their Identification. U. S. Cov't. PriDting
Office. 1976. 176 pp.
Leatherwood. S•• Evans. W. E•• Rice. D. W•• THE WHALES. DOLPHINS AND PORPOISES OF
THE EASTERN HORTH PACIFIC. A Cuide to Their Identification in the Water.
U. S. Gov't. Printing Office. 1972. 175 pp.
Kitchell. Edvard. PORPOISE. DOLPHIN AND SHALL WALE fiSHERIES OF THE WORLD: Status
and Problems. International Union for the Conservation of Nature and
Natural Resources. IUCH Honoaraph ~3. 1975. 126 pp.
Norris. Kenneth S•• tHE PORPOISE WATCHER: A Naturalist's Experience with Porpoises
and Whales. Hew York: W. W. Horton. 1974. 250 pp.
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SEALS I SEA LIONS AND WALRUSES
King. J. E. SEALS OF mE WORLD. London: British HuseUIII of Natural Hiatory.
1964. 154 pp.
HaKVell. c. I SEALS OF nlE WORLD. Boston: Houghton H1fflin Co., 1967. 154 pp.
Scheffer, Victor B., SEALS, SEA LIONS AND WALRUSES; A Review of the Pinnipedla.
Stanford: Stanford University Press. 1958. 179 pp.
Seed. A. (ed.), SEALS. SEA LIONS, WALRUSES IN EASTERN NOImI PACIFIC AND ARCTIC
WATERS. Seattle: Pacific Search. 1972. 40 pp.
Vaughan. T. A.. HAHHALOGY. Philadelphia: W. B. Saundera Co•• 1972. 463 pp.
(Pinnipeds are specifically treated 1D chapter 12. pp. 206 - 212.)
MARINE HAHHALs
Daugherty, Anita. HARINE HAHHALS OF CALIFORNIA. Sacramento: State of California.
Dept. of Fish , Came. 1965. 91 pp.
Caskin. D. E., WHALES, DOLPHINS AND SEALS: with Special Reference to the New
Zealand Region. New York: St. "-rtin's Press, 1972. 200 pp.
Harrison. R. J •• King, J. E., HARtHE HAHHALS. London:· Hutchioson' Co•• Ltd., 1965.
Hardbound and paperback.
Hovell. A. B•• AQUAnC HAHHALS; 'nae1r Adaptations to Life in the Water. New York:
Dover, 1970. (Republication of book originally published 1D 1930 by
Charles C. Thomas publishers.)
Rice. D•• itA List of the Marine Mammals of the World"(Third Edit1on)~' NOAA.
Technical Report. U.S. Cov't. Printing Office. 1977. HHFS SSRF-71l.
Ridgway. S. H•• HAHHALS OF mE SEA. Springfield: Charles C. ThOlllas Publishers.
1972. 812 pp.
Scheffer. Victor B•• A NATURAL HISTORY OF MARINE HAHHALS. New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons. 1976. 157 pp.
Wood. P. C•• MARIN! HAHHALS AND HAN. New York: Robert B. Luce. 1972. 264 pp.
* * *
The references listed in this bibliography are representative of the available
published material, and the compiler 8ussests that they be used as a besinnins
for a more detailed literature search. Each of these publications will suggest
more titlea with related materials.
Compiled for The American Cetacean Society by Hazel Sayers
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CARPOOLS "AND OTHER AQUATIC STRUCTURES:
ACS Monterey is trying to organize a carpool to
ferry members to the Granite Point Marine Labs open
house on May 7th. The current plan is to meet at the
Center Cinemas parking lot, off Rio Road, at the mouth
of Carmel Valley (near the Safeway), at around 10:00 A.M.
For more information or to volunteer your car call Karen
Laslo, Special Events Coordinator, at 373-7891.
New BOOK:
Do you know the difference between a Spinycheek
Starsnout Poacher and a smooth Alligatorfish? Shame on
you, everybody knows that, at least everybody who has the
new Peterson Field Guide to Pacific Coast Fishes of North
America. This comprehensive pocket tome is· written by
William N. Eschrneyer and Earl S. Herald, with illustrations
by Howard Hammann and Katherine P. Smith. It was pUblished
this year by Houghton Mifflin Company of Boston, and shoUld
be available in most of the local bookshops. Now, let's
see - how about a Rosycheek Brokensnout Abalone Poacher?
ODONTOCETE SKELETON
after Tom Ritchie
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MONfEREY BAY CHrAPTER OFT'dE
AMFRICAN CEfA(:EAN" SOCIETY
VOL.33
NEXT MEETING: May 26, 1983 at 7::10 P.M.
LOCATION: The Fisher Laboratory building at Hopkins Marine
Station, Pacific Grove.
TOPIC I MARICULTURE - It sounds :.ike a word one would expect
to find in a book by Margaret Mead, but marirulture is actually
the artifical propagation of mar:.ne organisms. The more common
lay term is sea farming. Maricul1:ure is an ocean version of
aquaculture, which generally refE~rs to freshwater organisms
(trout, catfish, etc.).
We are pleased to bring you a lecture by Jim Houk, who
is a State Fish and Game biologist working at the Marine
CUlture Laboratory at Granite Canyon. Jim will give us an
overview of mariculture and discuss the projects currently
underway around Monterey and throughout the state. He has
just returned from Santa Cruz IS:.and where he took part in
the release of over 3,000 baby r£!d abalone, that were reared
at the Granite Canyon l.ab. The Fi.sh and Game hopes to bring
abalone POPulation levels back to normal in areas where they
have been heavily exploited. This is done through ha.bitat
e?hancement (replanting kelp) and reinforcement of natural
populations with laboratory raisE!d animalso Jim will also
discuss other types of maricultur~, including the raising
of salmon, crayfish, oysters, pismo clams and lobster.
"
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SPEAKER PROFILE: Jim Houk is a 3rd generation Californian (yes
Virginia there are still some of us left) born and raised in
Visalia. He attended a Fresno State affiliate cOllege, but did
most of his graduate work at Moss Landing Marine Lab. He has
a B.S. and M.A. in biology and works as a marine biOlogist for
the California Fish and Game. Jim is quick to point out that
he may be a scientist, but his wife is the doctor of the family.
She has a PhD in developmental biology. Jim is currently work-
ing on the spawning and raising of abalone larvae, and is also
working on the cUlture of algae as food for the growing abs.
NEW MEMBERS'
A warm welcome to the following new ACS members:
Mary F. Beach
Roberta Frank
Janis Beckman
Robert S. Elliot
FINS 'N' FLUKES
April 21st: In a rare incident a Humpback Whale was found
stranded in front of the Hotel Del Coronado in
San Diego. The 33 foot female whale was dead
when found and will eventually be displayed at
the Natural History Museum in Balboa Park. That
same day, but closer to home, a mother/calf Gray
Whale pair was sight.ed in the surfline at
Manressa State Beach near Santa Cruz.
April 24th The sonic research team aboard the Varua cont-
inue to see numerous mother/calf pairs of Gray
Whales swimming north.
April 26th : A couple of red tagged California sea lions
were seen off the coast guard breakwater. The
red tags indicate the animals came from San
Nicolas Island. A juvenile elephant seal was
seen swimming near the breakwater.
May 1st: Milos Radakovich and Alan Baldridge flew south
in search of whales and spotted a number of
mother/calf Gray's sJuth of Big Sur and a lone
adUlt off Cypress Point.
May 2nd A Gray Whale mother '¥ith calf and accompanying
adUlt of unkown sex ~ere seen off Pt. Pinos.
May 5th: A mother/ pup pair of harbor seals were seen in
the Moss Landing Har:)Qr.
May 14.t.h: One of Debbie Sheacwilter's trips saw 2 elephant
seals, 2 northern fur seals and 5 northern right
whale dolphins, 7 miles off Pt. Lobos.
/3/
NATURAL HISTORY NOTES
THE SPERM WHALE (Physeter macrocephalusl P. catadon)s
Sperm whales are probablr the most recognizable of all
the great whales. They have a unique blunt head 1/4 to 1/3
the length of their body. A single blow hole is located on
the left front of the head with the blow projected forward
rather than vertically like other whales. Their small, narrow
lower jaw contains 36 to 50 large teeth 3 to 8 inches in length.
The upper jaw has a series of sockets that the lower teeth fit
into.
Sperm whales are hunted even today for spermacetti, a
clear liquid oil that hardens to a waXlike state when cold.
Spermacetti is found in a large reservoir in the whales head.
It is a highly prized natural lUbricant. Despite chemical
advances some countries stil~ consider harvesting sperm
whales to be more economical than producing synthetic oils.
/4/
Adult sperm whales can reach 60 feet in length and weigh
60 tons (females are 35-40 feet long and up to 40 tons). Even
though they are not the largest of the great whales their
20 pound brains are the largest known of any creature. As if
a huge brain was not enough to make sperm whales unique they
even have two stomachs, to handle the large amount of food
they must eat every day.
Sperm whales may be the deepest diving of all the cetaceans.
They can descend to at least 3,500 feet and stay there for 90
minutes. It is at these great lightless depths that their echo-
locating clicks seek out giant squid, octopus and sharks. With
the exception of old bUlls, which lead a SOlitary life, most
sperm whales are highly social - traveling in large pods,
consisting of one or more large males, several females with
/5/
calves and a number of juveniles. Young males eventually leave
the family pod to join bachelor herds, which congregate in the
polar regions during the summer, feeding on large quantities of
squid. The females stay year round in the warm tropical regions
of the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian Oceans.
Sperm whales reach sexual maturity in 8 to 9 years. The
gestation period is 15 months. Calves are about 13 feet long
at birth and weigh one ton. They nurse for almost 2 years
before they are weaned. The present population estimate is
around 620,000, which includes 230,000 males and 390,000 fe-
males •
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S~UNDINGS
~I
MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER OF THE AMERiCAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
NEXT MEETING: June )0, 198) at 7:30 P.M.
r -LOCATION: The F1sher Laboratory Bu11d1ng at Hopkins
I
I Martne Stat10n, Pac1f1c Grove.
TOPIC: For our June meet1ng the speaker w111 be Pat QU1nn,
D1rector of the S.P.C.A.'s George Wh1ttell W11dlife Rescue
Center. She plans to talk about the Center operation and the
types of" an1mals they care for. She w111 br1ng us up to date
on the baby sea otters the Center has been rais1ng - the fun
and the dema!"~"!=J placed on staff and volunteers. She will also
speak about the lIBeachwatchers ll, a group of volunteers, many of
whom are ACS members, who work w1th stranded animals on local
beaches. This group provides valuable assistance by protect1nF
stranded an1mals from too much misdirected attention, and by
prov1d1ng the 1nterested public with 1nformation. Her stories
and slides should be fascinating.
SPEAKER PROFILE: Pat is from the Almaden area of San Jose.
, She att~nded San Jose State and rece1ved a B.S. in Physical
Education and a B.A. in Anthropology. She has spent over 14
years working with animals, and was the head keeper at the
or1g1nal San Jose Zoo for 4* years. She has been With the
S.P.C.A. for 5 years.
SOUNDINGS NOTEBOOK:
1. It is appropriate to follow Pat QUinn's introduction with
news of a project currently being undertaken by our Monterey
Bay Chapter - ACS. In its rescue work with stranded and ill
cetaceans and pinnipeds. the S.P.C.A. has encountered problems
transporting these heavy. often bulky animals safelY and comfor-
tably to quarters where they can be monitored and cared for.
Our Chapter is attempting to raise $500 to provide a Cetacean
Sling, which adapts to the conformation of marine mammal bodies
and alloWS them to be carried more easily. We would appreciate
any donations you would care to make - a familiar blue SANDY
can will be prominently displayed at the front of the lecture
hall.
2. Speaking of SANDY. it was just a year ago that many of you
~ave time or money (most often both) to raise the $24.000
needed to keep our Gray Whale permanently in front of the
Pacific Grove Museum of Natural History. The Museum is
currently expanding. and when the first phase of construction
1s completed. SANDY will be moved to a new home - appropriately
in a large sandbox - next to the main entrance. Thank you all ~
one year later.
J. Years seem to be upon us. The June meetiDF. also commemor-
ates the third year of our Monterey BaV Chapter's existence.
/2/
In addition to a birthday cake. we will have a display of
Chapter activities. past and future. and some memories for you
to enjoy.
1)" nil1. 0'S,.ien
A~e. 9
, I
OF SPECIAL INTEREST:
Alan Baldridge reported that only 6 nests of cormorants have
been spotted at Bird Rock at Point Lobos this year. Normally
by now there should be 700 to 1.000 cormorants nestin~. He
\I - "attributed the absence of birds to the effects of the El Nino.
• a warm water mass which has moved in close to the Central
California Coast, displacing our normally cooler inshore waters.
Species of fish which are abundant in the nutrient-rich colder
waters are no lon~er available as a food source for the nest-
ing birds. " II; IIThe El Nino effect can last 2 to 3 years.
/3/
*** FINS 'N' FLUKES ***
Nay 10th - The last Gray Whale was si~hted bV Jim Houk at
Granite Canyon.
May 14th - Dave Lemon. skipper of the Star of Monterey. saw
100+ Common Dolphins in the Carmel Bay area.
Mav 21st - One of Debble Shearwater's trips saw a sin~le
Humpback Whale off Cordell Banks. a sea mount north
of San Francisco.
M~V 29th - Alan Baldrld~e saw 2 Humpbacks breaohin~. and 8 or 9
Harbor Porpoise near the Farrallon Islands off S. F.
June 4th - 12 Common Dolphins were seen in Carmel Bay.
June 7th - Alan Baldrld~e talked to Dave Lemon about a slghtin~
of 2 Humpbacks off Carmel Hl~hlands ln early May.
and 2 siFhtin~s of Minke Whales at around the same
tlme. Also that same day at Sunset State Beach
an 87cm long baby Harbor Porpolse beaohed itself
and died. Later that day a 122cm adult female washed
ashore dead - no indication that the two were related~
but possible. The bodies were recovered by Moss
Landinp: Marine Lab and delivered to the Monterey Bay
Aquarium.
/4/
.
"
June 10th - Ran~er Jerry Lom1s picked up an otter pup at
Malpaso Beach. it 1s noW in ~uarded cond1t1on at
the S.P.C.A.
June 17th - Ron Jameson, a Sea otter B1olo~1st with the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife. reported J HumDbacks sl~hted
off the Hearst Castle - San Simeon coast.
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MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER OF THE AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
NEXT MEETING: Thursday. July 28. 198) at 7:)0 p•••
-LOCATIONs The Fisher Laboratory Building, Hopkins Marine
at ion, Pacific Grove.
TOPIC: "Sharks: Life History" - slides and lecture on the
importance of sharks as a California fishery.
GREG CAILLET, our speaker this month. has a high. long-
standing interest in the importance or sharks. BeSides
their scare value and sure-fire headline news-making, sharks
are beooming an important world-wide food souroe. In order
to help develop a fishery, and to keep sharks from becoming
over-e%ploited. much needs to be known about their patterns
of growth and reproduction. This has been the foous of Gre~'s
research through projeots funded by Sea Grant sinoe 1978-9.
Greg has found that sharks' growth patterns are strikingly
SimIlar to those of cetaoea: oomparatively slow growth and
late reproduction. With the grants, Greg's Moss Landing
students have helped oolleot data on 20 speoies that are
1.
po~en~lall1 lmportant a. tood tlshes. One specles recently
studled 18 ~he Grea~ Whlte Shark. and Greg wl11 mentloD
that data Thursday. along wlth descrlptlons of other results
.
of the project that pertaIn to CalIfornIa flsherles. especlally
in thls area. Greg earned hls doctorate from UCSB in 1912.
speciallzlng 1n deep sea fishes, and has been on the faoulty
ot M08s Land1ng alnoe then •
••******** **••*••
•*. PINS 'N' FLUKBS ***
June 27 - S••'s Pishing Pleet reported 12 + humpbaok whales
in the bay.
June 28 - Don Kroll, M08a Landing Marlne Lab, repcrted a
female harbor porpolse drowned In a gill net.
July J - Mary Beaoh•• dooent at Pt. Loboa. a.w 4 unidenti-
fled large Whales spouting oftshore In the evening
near Pt. Lobos •
July 6 - a newborn sperm whale, oomplete with umbilicus.
washed up on the beaoh at Pesoadero. This rare
ocourenoe w.s reported by To. Dohl ot Long Marine
Lab. The body went to the Callfornla Academy of
Sclenoes tor study.
July 15 - Don Kroll reported 2 humpbaok. l' mlles off Mos.
Landlng Marlne Lab. Theae whales were accompanied
by 40 to 50 Dall'. porpoises. Later the s..e day
Don saw 10 to 15 whlte-slded dolphlns 2 ml1es
otfshore.
July 18 - a 16-toot. Bub-adult Mlnke Whale washed up on Del
Monte beach. Dead more than • week. wlth bones
mlasing. the body will be buried. Pub11c Works
statf reported the ooourrenoe to Alan Baldridge.
2.
SOUNDINGS NOTEBOOK:
1. Alan Baldrid~e adds some discouraging notes about our
uncommon weather-producer. El Nino. At Pt. LoboB.
there apparently 1n no successful nesting of sea btTde
thls year. w1th possible exception of two pairs of
Western Gulls. Based on this and other reports from
observers at offshore nesting places, th1s 1s a disaster
year for several species of water birds.
2. Last month's meet1ng, when Pat Quinn spoke on the w1ldlife
resoue center act1vities at the S.P.C.A •• was an effeotive
kick-off for fund-raising for the cetacean slIng project.
Over .)0 was collected <$SOO 1s needed). and our thanks
to those of you who contr1buted. The "Sandy Cans" w1l1
be at the July meeting for those of you who can help.
). Bob Western. ACS newsletter ed1tor. has been away the
p.•st two months. At last report. he was up a tree in a
Hawaltan rain forest photographing birds. Milos Radako-
vich, Esta Lee Albr1ght and Nancy Norton have conspired
to br1ng you the news. and Bob will be back 1n Au~ust
with a full-SIzed. decorat1ve and informative newsletter.
J.
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f
NEXT MEETING: August 25, 1983 at 7:30 P.M.
LOCATION:~he Fisher Laboratory building at Hopkins Marine
Station, Pacific Grove.
c
I would like to thank Milos Radakovich and Esta Lee
Albright for producing the last two newsletters in my
absense. I have just returned from a wild "honeycreeper"
chase in the high rain forests of Maui-the tales of which
I will relate in other less aquatic pUblications in the
near future. While I was camped on the east slope of Hale-
akala crater I could look out at miles of verdant coast
and glimpse the gentle slopes of Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa
poking through striated clouds on the horizon. It was easy
to imagine being back in time -witnessing the first Poly-
nesian canoes or the billowy sails of early European ex-
plorerso The past is part of the magic of Hawaii. It is
also a major part of the magic of Monterey Bay. It is with
great pleasure and anticipation that we bring some of that
magic to life at our next meeting.
/1/
Sandy Lydon, a popular instructor of history at Cabrillo
College, will help us relive an important part of Monterey's
past. The title of his t k is " B Shore Whaling,
a Reexamination," but I happen to know that he has some
t
exciting new discoveries about the site of Hopkins Marine
Station that he will reveal for the first time in public •
..
Sandy not only teaches a class in the History and
Natural History of Santa Cruz, but he also is a consultant
to the Monterey Bay Aquarium. He is putting together-an
ethnographic history of whaling and fishing in Monterey. This
may tum out to be one of the best lectures of the year, so
bring a friend. In fact bring all your friendsl
SOUNDINGS NOTEBOOK
1. ACS still needs your donations to purchase marine
mammal transport equipment for the S.P.C.A. We are try-
ing to raise $500 for a Cetacean Sling -a padded stretch-
er that allows porpoises and small whales to be safely
carried. We are also getting quotes for a specially design-
ed transport "kennel" for seals and sea lions. If you have
always wondered what you could do for stranded animals this
is your opportunity to act. Even a few dollars from each
member will help supply this essential equipment.
2. The L.A. chapter of ACS is sponsoring a special Action
Alert to encourage members to write letters to Washington on
critical conservation issues. Each month a new issue would
be researched and presented to the membership (JUly's alert
was the proposed oil lease sale #73 planned by James Watt
/2/
AMERICAN CETACEAN SGCIETY-213-548-6279-
this Octocer). Members who send copies of their letters to
the L.A. chapter will receive a ''We Write For Whales' Rights"
bumper sticker. We will keep you updated on the progress of
this worthy program.
3. We often heap praise on those who do extraordinary
acts, and fail to offer our thanks to those who stand by
faithfully without demanding recognition. The following
people have recently renewed their memberships in the
Monterey Bay chapter, thank you all for your continued
support and faith:
Winifred Adams
Bonita Hunter
Gerald K. Loomis
Dana Pierson
Randy Puckett'
Lewis Richardson
Nicholas Rosa
Susan H. Shane
NEW MEMBER
A very special welcome to our latest and "furthist"
new member Catherine Potempa-Rawls. who extends her love
for whales all the way from Glen Ellyn, Illinois. It's
nice to have you aboard Catherine.
/3/
FINS 'N' FLUKES
JUly 30th - One Debbie Shearwater's trips sighted 2 Hump-
backs 20 mi. SW of Ana Nuevo Island. They also
saw 90 white-sided dolphins and 10 Common
dolphins in a "nursery" school (lots of young
animals with adults). They made a probable
sighting of a beaked whale (Mesoplodon) of an
unkown species. Two harbor porpoise were also
seen near Santa Cruz harbor.
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Aug. 5th - A dead white-sided dolphin was found at Sunset
State Beach by Ron Salmon of the D.F.G.
Aug. 6th - 100 white-sided dOlphins were sighted off
Monastery Beach (San Jose Creek Beach) by
Alan Baldridge.
Aug.11th - 600 to 700 sea lions were counted on the Coast
Guard breakwater - that is up from 250 count-
ed only a week earlier (the tourist season is
really booming). Steve Sinell of Moss Landing
'" Marine Lab sighted 3 Humpbacks and 2 Blue Whales
, ..:'. .
.6 11 m1. off the Land1ng, as well as 75 to 100
white-sided dolphins 7 to 8 mi. out.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
CONTINUED ON PAGE 9
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ABOUT SEALS AND SEA LIONS
Thirty-two kinds of seals and sea lions, plus one kind of walrus make up the
pinnipeds (meaning "feather-footed") and they are found in varying population
numbers thruout the world, from the tropics almost to the poles.
They are mammals, having hair, giving birth to live young, nursing their young,
and altho they spend a great deal of time in the water feeding and sometimes
even swimming to great depths, they must return to the surface to breathe.
Pinnipeds are divided into two groups, the Phocids, or crawling seals and the
Otariids, or walking seals.
There are other differences from what these names might suggest. Crawling
seals not only have no small outer ears (pinnae); they also have toe-nails
on all flippers. They move across the rocks by a process of slithering--and
sometimes undulating like snakes--and at times have even been seen rolling
back into the water.
On the other hand, the walking seals not only have external pinnae, but lack
nails on the fore flippers. These foreflippers are large and are used for
propelling their bodies thru the water. The hind flippers can also rotate,
which means that they can carry their body movements foreward, almost like
running and can, indeed, keep up with an agile man under certain circumstances
when stressed.
Unlike the cetaceans (whales, dolphins, Bnd porpoises) the pinnipeds spend
some time on land, "hauled out" in a rookery or breeding area to which they
return year after year. There, in plygamous species, the dominant male fights
off other males of breeding age, and establishes his hareem, anywhere between
10 females for the Steller sea lion and the California sea lion, up to as many
as 50 females for the northern fur seal.
Here in the rookery, the pups are born, only one at a time, and nursed for a
few weeks or months on very fat milk, and then the mother goes out to sea to
feed, and may be gone for as long as a week before returning. In the meantime,
the pups are, surprisingly, able to live without more food, and the mother has
no difficulty starting the milk flowing once again in her milk glands.
While this is going on, the male often remains on land, going without food for
a8 long as 2 months, not so much to protect the pups, but to keep his territory.
One of the most interesting facts concerning the pinnipeds is a physiological
one called "delayed implantation." The female fur seal, for example, shortly
after giving birth mates a,ain and returns to the same rookery in approximately
a year. The gestation per10d is about 8 months. This leaves a strange 4-
month gap of time. What happens?
The sperm and egg meet and begin growing and dividing--suddenly stopping, how-
ever, when the blastocyst (64 cells) stops growing. After a period of time,
which differs with the species, the development continues and the egg is then
implanted in the wall of the womb, and the fetus grow. in a normal manner.
A similar time gap may be found to take place in other animals (e.g. badger,
marten, and weasel) thus insuring their birth under the most optimum conditions.
PINNIPEDS & SEA OTTERS
,
Largest of all the seah. Males: 15 - 16 feet
and 4,000 - 5.000 pounds. Females: 11 feet
and lip 10 1700 pounds. Almost reached
extinction because its body contains a fine
quality of oU. Range from California to Baja
and occasionally to Alaska.CALIFORNIA SIA UON
r....... ...,.._
Pinnipeds ("feather-
footed ll ) are seals,
sea lion s, and
walruses.
,....-..
Range is in both Atlantic and Pacific Oceans,
in shallow bays and estuaries, from the
Arctic to Baja and the tip of Florida.
Males: S - 0 ft., Z50 - 300 pounds. Females:
RIIION SIAL slightly smaller. Like the elephant seal, it
Hi.....,.,..,..,...... sinks straight down in the water out of sight.
rather than diving forward like the sea lion.
l\.lalcs: to , lel't and ZOO pounds. Females:
sliJ:htly smaller. Ranllcs from Pt. Barrow
to the tip of the Alaskan peninsula, altho one
was found just south of Morro Bay in
Southern California.
WALRUS: Males 13 - 14 feet, 3500 - 4,000 pounds.
Females: somewhat smaller. Lives in Arctic regions,
altho it is being kept very succeB8fully in several
aquaria.
This is the trained "seal" of circus and
aquarium. Males: 500 - 1,000 pounds,
and 7 - l:l ft. Females: 400 - 600 pounds
and b ft. Ranlles from Vancouver to
the Baja Islands.
Found from Alaska to Southern California.
Males: from 1500 - 2.000 pounds and up to
13 feet long. Females: up to 700 pounds
and 9 feet.
OUADAWPt .... SIAl.
A-.w--
Males: 5 - 6 feet, 300 - 400 pounds. Femalcs:
slightly smaller. Once thot to bc extinct. It is
now making a gradual comeback. Found most
usually on Guadalupe Island 0(( Baja coast.
, .. '
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NOlTMaN (ALASKA) ...1 SIAL
~--
Best-known seal in the worfd because of its
fur. Males 7 - 8 feet and up to 700 pounds.
Females: 4 - 5 feet and 150 pounds. Range from
islands of{ Baja to Alaska and occasionally the
coast of Japan.
"""'."g. Co,;,.,",, ••" 0"'" .~ ••" I.'.', ...,. evf 8' .A•••'.'. fI,r•••• '......,.
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Member of the weasel family. Males: 4l fect,
including tail, and 70 - itO pounds. Females:
4 feet and 45 pounds. Once believed to be extinct,
but now have made a comeback in the Monterey
area, and slowly spreading south.
---Preparcd by Berni DeBus
with drawings by Phil Schuyler
Young pinnipeds are self-taught-to swim and to catch fish for food. One species
the Weddell seal. can remain under water, with nostrils automatically closed
for as long as 70 minutes.
Incidentally. the sea lion was originally known as the "sea Bear" which is
really a more appropriate name for it. since it is believed by many to have been
a land animal in the same family as the bears. However. the Spaniards. in the
old days of California history. called them "sea-wolves" --and Point Lobos or
Punta de los Lobos Marinos, near Monterey. was named for them because of their
continuous barking and roaring.
Fossil records for these animals are very scanty--and it is thot by some experts
that the walruses come between the phocids and otariids on the evolutionary
scale. While the latter have small tails between the hind flippers. the walrus
incorporates the tail into a web which joins the hind flippers. And altho all
the pinniped members have some very useful teeth for ni.bbling and grinding. and
large canines for fighting and holding prey. the walruses are unique in having
a pair of enormous tusks on each side of the upper jaw in both males and females,
which continue to grow thruout the animals' lives. The adult walrus also has an
inflatable pouch on each side of his head. When he wants to sleep, he pushes
air from his lungs into this pouch. which acts somewhat like a life jacket for
his head, keeping it above the water while he snoozes--and snores.
Pinniped enemies, aside from man, are killer whales. large sharks, and many
kinds of parasitic worms. Because of these and other natural causes, scientists
describe a SO~ mortality for most seals and sea lions in their first year.
The sea otter, because of its similarity to a seal. is usually mentioned at
the same time, altho it is not a member'of the pinniped group. but comes from
the weasel family. Two hundred years ago. it was distributed along the coast
from Alaska to Mexico. But the extensive hunting of it for its incredibly
warm and beautiful fur brought it. it was believed. to complete extinction.
However. about 40 years ago small numbers were found off the Monterey coast--
and it has since spread both north and south, confounding the fishermen, but
delighting the conservationists.
PARTIAL BIBLIOGRAPHY
Daugherty. A.E. Marine Mammals of Calif. Cal. Dept. o~ Fish & Game. Available
from ACS in plastlc cover, $r:2~cl. tax and malling. Excellent.
Gambell Ray. The Life of Sea Mammals; a simple introduction to the way sea
ma~18 live-ino-Dehave; speclal reference and projects section. Macdonald
Educational (London) 1974 .
King Judith Seals of the World, British Museum. London.
Kipling, RUdyara;-8tOrY"Ol" "'TIieWhite Seal" in The .Jungle Book.
Miller Tom The World of the Calif. Gray Whale,BaJa Trall-PUU. $4.00. Has
comprehe~siVe materii! on alIlmirine mammalS. Also available from ACS. .
Scammon Charles. The Marine Mammals of the Northwestern Coast of North Amerlca.
Dove; Publications 1968. A classiC: or1g1nally pu6lisneo-in-r8~
Scheffer, V. The Year of the Seal. Charles Scribner, N.Y. 19?O
___________ x-RatuFil-UistOry of ~Arine Mammals,Charles Scrlbner's Sons, 1976.
$7.95. Excellent and easy reiaing.
Aug.13!h - Debbie Shearwater and Don Roberson spotted 3
Humpbacks in the bay.
Aug.14th - Another of Debbie Shearwater's trips saw 2 more
Humpbacks 12 mi. off the Pajaro River, also 30
white-sided dolphins, 30 northern right whale
dolphins and 6 to 8 Dall's porpoise. They also
saw 2 StellarOs Sea Lions on Lighthouse Pt. in
Santa Cruz.
Aug.18th - sid Harrison of Pebble Beach sighted 2 Humpbacks
and 3 to 4 schools of white-sided dolphins, total-
ing over 300 animals, off Cypress Pt. Steve Webster
sighted probable Fin Whales 25 mi. off the coast.
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SHEARWATERJOURNEYS
Exciting sightings are again happening on the bay.
Debbie Shearwater has the boats to get you close to all
this action. Here is your chance to see a Humpback breach-
ing or watch the graceful glide of 90 foot Blue Whales.
You might even sight a rare beaked whale .. like Debbie and
Alan Baldridge did on a recent trip. Call or write Debbie
for a reservation ( 362 Lee Street, Santa Cruz .. CA 95060/
408-425-8111). The fOllowing trips are still opena
August 31§!. - a Wednesday trip onto Monterey Bay
September 10-12 - A trip to Tanner and Cortez Banks
September 18th - A Sunday outing on Monterey Bay
September 24th - A Saturday cruise on the bay
Don't be left standing on the dock. Call today!
...----- MONTEREY BAY------.
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NEXT MEETING: September 29, 1983
VOL.37
LOCATION: The Fisher Laboratory building at Hopkins Marine
) Station, Pacific Grove.
During the Mesozoic names like Archelon, Ichthyosaur,
Elasmosaur and Tylosaur were household wordso These great
reptiles rUled the seas; filling a niche that today has
been inherited by the great whales and other marine mam-
mals. Only ancient relics remain. Some are in the form of
fantastic stony fossils with huge paddle-like fins, slender
necks and long toothy skulls. Others still roam the seas,
having survived the ravages of time, only to fall prey to
the indiscretions of mankind. Huge marine turtles once
paddled through antediluvian seas, but their modern an-
cestors tetter on the statistic edge of extinction.
This month I have the pleasure of welcoming back
Tom Keating from Moss Landing Marine Lab, who will re-
late the life history of the Pacific Green Sea Turtle,
Chelonia mydas~ His talk will focus on the reproductive
fcolo9y of Chelonia, based on work he did in the Galapagos
~slands. Tom will also show slides and discuss other types
of marine reptiles, both ancient and moderno
Although turtles are occassionallY seen in Monterey
/1/
Bay (Ridely's, Greens and Leatherbacks) they are not
common visitors, so it is a rare treat to hear a dis-
cussion of these fascinating creatures. Don't miss this
intriguing lecture.
SPEAKER PROFILE
Tom Keating was born in San Francisco, went tohigh
school in Modesto and graduated back in his home "town"
with a B.S. in Biology from U.S.F. He is currently a (
part time instructor at Moss Landing in Marine Vertebrate
Zoology, where he is also completing an M.S. in Marine
Sciences.
Tom has worked for Alaska State Forestry studying
stream and river ecology, and preparing impact statements
for areas threatened be logging and mineral development.
He refined his skills in fish sytematics while working
in the Dept. of Ichthyology at the California Academy of
Sciences. Locally Tom was one of two researchers involved
in a monitoring program of the gill net fishery. His work
was funded initially by Cal Fish and Game, then later by
a coalition of environmental concerns spearheaded by the
Monterey AUdubon Society.
Tom's experience with sea turtles carne about at the
Charles Darwin Research Station on Santa Cruz Island in
the Galapagos. He spent many days tagging adult turtles
and observing their popUlation dynamics. He also served
for a time as curator of the Research Stations Natural4L
History Museum.
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NATURAL HISTORY NOTES
The'warming effect of EI Nino has brought two unusual
species of cetacean to our cool Monterey waters -the False
Killer Whale and the Common Dolphin. Both creatures are far
from rare throughout the world, but seen most often in
tropical or sUbtropical waters.
Pseudorca crassidens (False Killer Whale):
False Killer Whales feed commonly on squid, but may
be attracted to Monterey by our unseasonably large numbers
of bonita. They also eat tuna and mahi mahi.
Males average 18 feet in length and can weigh 2~ tonso
Females are slightly shorter at 16 feet, but average only
1~ tons. Calves are around 5 feet long at birth and weigh
about 175 pounds.
Pseudorca is distinguished by its black color; narrow
tappered head; high curved dorsal fin, situated well back
of midway on the body; and long pointed pectoral fins with
a hump on the leading edgeo They clear the surface prom-
inently with their heads and upper body when breathing,
often with their mouths open, showing their distinctive
white teeth. The name False Killer Whale refers to the
simularity of the teeth and skull to those of true Killer
-JWha1es. .
False Killer Whales are most famous for their strange
tendency to beach themselves in what appears to be mass
/3/
suicide. The most famous such stranding occured at Mar del
Plata, Argentina, in 1946, when 835 False Killers swam
ashore. Although many theories have been proposed the true
nature of these strandings is still unknown. They do seem
to have an unusually high sense of loyalty toward the lead-
er of the pod. It would be a mistake to eliminate psycho-
logical motivation from the stranding theories.
Delphinus delphis (Common Dolphin)
Although many creatures are labelled with the useless
name "common" it may be appropriate for Delphinus. There
are old reports of 250,000 to 300,000 individuals in one
pod in the Black Sea. As you might expect the Black Sea
no longer supports such pods. More recent observations
off New Zealand describe a single dense pod of Delphinus
that measured 17 x 27 miles in area. Pods of 20 to 200
are considerably more common.
Delphinus often dives very deep to feed on lantern
fish and squid - routinely descending to depths of 132
feet. However, the record food dive is 920 feet. They also
feed heavily on anchovy and pursue flying fish and bonita
with vigor.
Common Dolphins are relatively small, averaging only t
7 feet, and seldom longer than 8~ feet. Weight averages
180 pounds with a maximum of less than 300 POunds. Calves
are 3 feet long at birth.
/4/
Their bodies are spindle shaped, with a long rostrum
(beak) and pointed dorsal fins and pectoral fins (flippersl
The dorsal area is a dark grey with a light grey along the
belly. The flank is a light grey overlayed by a yellow or
mustard colored saddle. The actual pattern is complicted
and highlY variable. Stranded individuals usually loose
the striking coloration and in death may resemble a
Spinner Porpoise (Stenella).
Mating apparently occurs 30 to 40 feet beneath the
surface. Gestation is 10 to 11 months, with calves being
-iforn in the summer. The time between calves may be only
-~6 months.
Leatherback
Dermochelys coriacea
700 to 2000 Ibs.
Green Turtle
Chelonia mydas
average 120 to 200 lbs.
record 850 lbs.
Pacific Ridley
Lepidochelys olivacea
average 80 lbs.
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SHEARWATERJOURNEYS
A quick glance at the Fins 'N' Flukes column will
give you a small idea of the exciting views of cetaceans
to be had this time of year. Get involved iri some of this
action by taking one of Debbie Shearwaters wonderful boat
trips. Write Debbie at 362 Lee Street, Santa Cruz, CA
95060; or call for information at 408-425-8111. Here is
a list of her trips for the rest of the year:
September 24. Sat. Monterey Bay To be announced $25
-Oct-ober--l-.Sa-t.------M-o-nt-er-ey-Ba-y--------li-o-be-a-n-no-u-nc-e-d-----------tJ(' .
October 2, Sun. Monterey Bay· To be announced $25
October 8, Sat. Montery Bay To be announced $25
October 9, Sun. Storm·Petrel Study Tour To be announced S32
October 15. Sat, Monterey Bay To be announced $25
October 16. Sun. Monterey Bay· To be announced $25
October 21-23 San Juan Seamount Weekend Baldridge/McCaslde/Stallcup/Webster $125
November 13. Sun.
November 19. Sat.
Monterey Bay· To be announced $25
Inner Monterey Bay To be announced $30
December 3. Sal. Monterey Bay To be announced
•Adults $16/chlldren under 12 $10. Please specify a.m. or p.m. trip.
NEW MEMBERS
A special hello and welcome to three new members of our
local ACS chapter:
Paul and Ellen Duernberger
and
William C. Brothers (Executive
Director of the Monterey SPCA)
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$25
Gra)'. '.' . .,': ~.~~~.~~~;::~:t:{~%{~~:)~::i:\~.::~,:.~;~~~t;':,1
Bowhead no .uota '·:··:···:Y~~::· ..15'.:,".'<:." USA (Alaskcin:\
.. ~.;.:.:.\",,~';c;''::''': ...,.':; ...• ; Eskimos) 1
TOTALS. . .37,500~))~:13112S >·;····:'".r.:;-::.·:::·d
Source: Environmontat Delense FUJ!d. WlIshlngton D.C. 7... 2.0.. B!>
(
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FINS 'N' FLUKES
Aug. 20th - Steve Sinell sighted 2 Minke Whales ~ile off
Moss Landing.
21st - 40 to 50 Common Dolphins seen off Moss Landing.
22nd - A Cuvier's Beaked Whale (Ziphius cavirostris),
aka Goosebeak Whale, was found freshly dead
at Point Reyes National Seashore by Mark Webber.
It was taken to Cal Academy in San Francisco.
24th - Debbie Shearwater and passengers sighted 20
Dall's Porpoise, 200 Pacific White-sided Dolphin,
and 3 Minke Whales (including a cow/calf pair)
10 to 12 miles west of Cypress Point.
27th - Another of Debbieos trips saw 20 White-sided
Dolphins and 4 Blue Whales 17 to 21 miles off
Cypress Pt. A group of 12 Dall's Porpoise were
bow riding the Blue Whales. (the 20 white-sided
were off Pt. Joe).
28th - Bruce Godwin saw a Humpback Whale breaching off
Rocky Pt. and headed south.
29th - Bruce saw 1 Minke Whale off Rocky Pt. (also on
the 30th).
30th - Jim Houk of the Granite Canyon Marine Lab saw
2 Minke Whales off that facility.
31st - A Shearwater boat trip saw 4 Blue Whales and
2 Humpbacks very close to the bOat, 11 to 13
miles off Moss Landing. They also sighted 4
pods of Dall's Porpoise in groups of 2,4,6&2.
/8/
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(Sept. 1st - Sid Harrison saw 2 Blue Whales off Cypress Pt.
headed north.
5th - Phil Mason, piloting an army patrol boat off
A bUoy, sighted DallOs Porpoise and 35 to 40
Common Dolphins.
12th - Beverly Head saw 30 to 40 Common Dolphins in
the area between Otter Pt. and Hopkins Marine
Station. (also on the 16th). Dave Powell of the
Monterey Bay Aquarium sighted 100 Northern
Right Whale Dolphins 22 miles west of Pt. Pinos.
13th - A pod of 30 plus False Killer Whales were seen
in the morning at A Buoy and at 3,00 P.M. off
Hopkins Marine Station.
16th - The same pod of Pseudorca was sighted off
Hopkins and Otter Point.
ADDENDUM: Gary Fredrickson, an albacore fisherman in
Monterey Bay, sighted the following cetaceans
between Aug. 17th and the 22nd, on the albacore
fishing grounds, 20 to 50 miles off Monterey:
Numerous Northern Right Whale Dolphins and
Grampus and a number of Blue Whales. 8 to 10
Baird's Beaked Whales (Berardius bairdii) on
the 17th. 2 Fin Whales on the 19th. 3 Hump-
backs on the 21st. 18 to 20 Humpbacks on the
22ndo 2 Fin Whales on the 22nd.
/9/
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NEXT MEE'l'ING: October 27, 1983
LOCATION: The Fisher Laboratory building at Hopkins Marine
Station, Pacific Grove.
It is rare indeed that the social interactions of our
fellow mammals are studied and understood. Research of this
kind is typically the most difficult in all of science. Often
the investigator is not even sure if his or her presence is
effecting the data. In some cases the behavior is so fleet-
ing or secretive that the results are still in question after
many years of research.
Imagine studying the social behavior of birds from an
airplane flying high above the fog sh~ouded coast. You can
only observe the birds when they fly through the top layers
of fog. You can see little or nothing of their behavior
below the fog, and on many days you cannot even find the birds.
That is what it is like to study the behavior of cetaceans.
Despite these handicaps our next speaker is doing her
best to punch through the clouds of misunderstanding and
learn, in particular, the Social Organization and Behavior
of Pilot Whales - which is coincidently the title of Susie
Shane's lecture.
1
~t".t.AKER PROFILE
Susie Shane was raised in Washington, D.C. and passed
her early college days in Connecticut. It was there that her
interest in cetaceans developed. She transfered to New College
in Sarasota, Florida, where she studied thermoregulation in
dOlphins and sea lions. After graduation she got a job with
the Marine Mammal Commission, giving her a rare (for scient-
ists) legal and political perspective on marine mammal/ human
interactions.
She completed her M.S. in Wildlife Science at Texas A&M,
in 1977, with a thesis on the population biology of bottle-
nose dOlphins in south Texas. Then on to a job with the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service studying manatees in Florida. Her
studies included the possible use of power plant warm water
effluent to create winter refuges, and the interactions bet-
ween manatee mothers and their young.
After 4 years in Florida she made the big move to the
West Coast, with the obvious decision to get her PhD at UCSC.
Here she can work with premier cetacean researcher Ken Norris.
Susie was the recipient of one of ACS MontereyOs $500 research
grants this year, that contributed to her work on Pilot Whale~.
This is a unique opportunity to share the reSUlts and exper-
iences of Marine Mammal Behavior Research. Don't miss this
meetinq%
2
,
•
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Oct.
FINS 'N' FLUKES
Sept. 16th - Jud Vandevere and Alan Baldridge sighted 40
Common Dolphins 1 mile off Cannery Row. Jim
Houck of the Dept. of Fish and Game reported
that no Minke Whales were seen in the Rocky
Pt. area in the entire month of September. This
is very unusual and may be another artifact of
El Nino.
1st - Debbie Shearwater saw 200 Common Dolphins 2 to 3
miles north of Pt. Pinos. This is apparently the
most ever seen together in Monterey Bay. Fran
Cielsa reports thnt Larry Capune, who is paddling
a surfboard from Victoria to Long Beach, had two
Killer Whales surface near him off Pt. Sur.
5th - Richard Ternullo sighted the first offical Gray
Whale of the season - a small individual headed
south.
6th - A small Gray Whale was sighted by a number of
people (including yours truly) swimming among
the boats and wharf pilings. It remained in the
area from about 10.00 AM to about 4.30 PM. Tom
Keating sighted 5 Killer Whales ~ to 1 mile off
Pfeiffer Pt. headed south.
10th - 6 Dall's Porpoise were seen feeding in only 15
fathoms of water close to shore at Cannery Row.
11th - Jud Vandevere and one of his classes spotted 20
Dall's Porpoise 11 miles north of Pt. Pinos.
12th - Lori Shelley of Bixby Landing saw 3 large un-
identified whales going south. The same day a
large unidentified breaching whale was seen in
.,
oJ
Monterey Bay.
Oct. 14th - Professor M. Foster spotted 2 Gray's headed
south, close to the beach at Moss Landing be-
tween 10 and 10:30 AM. 2 Gray's that may have
been the same pair were seen again at Cypress Pt.
at 4:00 PM. Merritt Tuel of Moss Landing saw 2
Killer Whales 4 miles off the Landing going S.E.
One was a large male,
Addendum - Last Sunday (the 8th) Debbie Shearwater spied
4 Killer Whales 4 miles north of Pt. Pinos. The
group included a large male, a mother with calf
and a young male. She also saw over 50 Dall's
Porpoise scattered throughout the area.
SOUNDINGS NOTEBOOK
1. Al t.hough it hardly seems possible.an entire year has come
and gone. It is time for the Board of Directors of ACS Mont-
erey to reconfirm their dedication and look forward to votes
of confidence from the membership. In other words it is el-
ection time.
I am pleased to report that with two exceptions the in-.
cumbent Board is willing to continue for another year. Both
MilOS Radakovich and myself will revert to a Members at Large
statis, with Nancy Norton accepting responsibility for the
newsletter. We are also hopeful that Esta Lee Albright will
accept the nomination for President. That leaves us with an
empty slot where the Vice-President shoUld be -so now is
your chance, all you aspiring v.P.'s, call us right away.
4
We are also happy to report that Merilyn Georgevich has
volunteered to run for Special Events Coordinator -a position
that has remained vacant since the resignation of Karen Laslo.
(
J Any offical member of the Monterey Chapter may run for office,
so please call us right away if you are interested in becoming
a member of the ruling class. The membership will have an
opportunity to caste their ballots at the Nov./Dec. meeting.
Each chapter member is allow~d one vote. Ballots will be print-
ed in the November newsletter and will be available at the
meeting.
2. On October 2nd the SPCA held a successful Animal Fair at
their facility on Highway 68. We would like to thank the
Monterey Bay Aquarium for allowing us space at their exhibit
to promote the Amercian Cetacean Society. A number of new mem-
bers has resulted from our participation in this Fair. Thanks
again to the SPCA and MBA.
3. Are you good at fundraising? Have you already got all the
money you could ever use and are willing to share the secrets
with others? We need your help. ACS Monterey has more import-
ant projects than funds to support them. If you are experienc-
ed or just willing to contribute time and energy to fund dev-
elopment please contact us.
4. The annual It The Artists Give Thanks To The Animals " artI, and craft show will be held Dec. 2, 3 and 4th at the Quail
Lodge in Carmel Valley. We are in need of quality raffle
items. If you have a product 01 service you would like to
donate please call us.
5. We also need vOlunteers to man(woman) the charge card
machine at the craft show. This is a very important task.
If you know how to run one of these devices, or would like
to learn what it is like to be on the receiving end for a
change, please volunteer.
5
At least if you be-
and fortune hunters
days in the hope of
for the capture of
6. The November meeting of ACS Monterey will be a combined Nov.1
Dec. meeting and will be held on December 8th. Our speakers will
be Russell Nilson and Cynthia D'Vincent of the brigantine Varua.
~,\..&-. .' •TheYktel1 us the tales of the1r whale watch1ng 1n the far north
and show some wonderful photographs.
7. This is an excellent time of year to begin whale watching,
and as usual Debbie Shearwater is running some wonderful trips
on Monterey Bay. There are only three scheduled trips left in
November and December, so don't delay, call Debbie tOday for
times and prices - 408-425-8111.
EDITORIAL:
What Is Really Killing Our Pelicans?
I was amazed to read that some of our mutilated pelicans
had been sent to the L.A. Museum to determine the cause of
deatho After all it seems to be an open and shut case -a
derranged killer is loose in the marina.
lieve the newspaper. Scores of derelicts
have been hanging around the wharves for
collecting the rather substantial reward
the killer.
It is a very complicated psychopath indeed that changes
his or her M.O. in the middle Of a crimeo One time the pouches
are slashed, then the throats are cut, then puncture wounds in
the chest, then an apparent replay of the horrible bill cutting
of Southern Californiao Are copy cat killers at work here, or
as some investigators suspect are some of these injuries of
"natural" causes?
6
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Many strange phenomena have followed in the wake of the
.N. .
warm waters of El N1no. Bon1ta and swordf1sh abound, barracuda
are schooling off Moss Landing and False Killer Whales are
cruising the Bay. Cormorants are few in number, but brown
pelicans have appeared in droves. Host are young, inexper-
ienced birds that show little fear of man or awareness of the
potential danger from even the most well meaning of humans.
There is little doubt that some of the 25 or more in-
juries to date were caused by malicious attacks. I doubt,
however, that they were caused by what most of us would con-
sider an insane person. I recently witnessed how~ local
wharf fishermen treated birds snagged on their lines. These
supposedly normal (sane) individuals committ only slightly
less mutilation to sea gUlls, grebes and murres on a daily
basis.
A recent article in the San Jose Mercury News reported
that retired veterinarian Dr. Ralph Weston stUdied cases of
beak severing and even decapitation of pelicans in the early
30's and 40's, off the Marin County coast. He and other in-
vestigators found that fishing boats were dumping fish heads
and entrails off their sterns. and pp.licans were diving into
the propellars. At least one of the local deaths from bill and
pouch mutilation could have been caused by this type of ac-
cident.
Although I would strongly protest the phrase "natural
causes" in an incident of this type it probably is not
intentional. The solution is sinple. If fish entrails or so-
called "trash fish" are to be dumped overboard they shOUld
be thrown far to the stern. This is done regularly to attract
birds to birdwatching boats and does no harm. Legislation is
unnecessary, but education certainly is.
7
Humans will continuously find themselves in conflict
with nature as POPulations of wildlife rise and fall in
natural cycles. The animals only options are to leave,
adapt or die. Few adapt. It is up to us to modify our
behavior.
A WHALE OF A TALE
It was 4:00 PM on a Thursday when I received a call from
my friend John Mills, skipper of the sailboat Wavello, report-
ing a whale slumming arou~d the moorings off Wharf #1. Another
local sailor had spied the whale rising and sinking in one
location, and feared that it was caught on an anchor line.
Upon my arrival John ro~ed me, camera in hand, all around
the marina, dodging squadrons of pelicans, scores of irritated
harbor seals and a Coast Guard patrol boat, also looking for
the whale. After an hour of fruitless searching he returned
me to the inner marina and I walked to wharf #2. As usual
fishermen lined the wharf, and I dodged sinkers and hooks,
as I scurried through one back cast after another. About 2/3
of the way out I heard a blow. By the time I turned the source
was gone, leaving large concentric ripples that slapped against
the nearby boats. The fishermen showed no surprise or even
awareness that anything unusual had happened. I was beginning
to doubt myself.
I leaned on the railing and looked out to sea. All I could
think about was the noise. In Moby Dick the whole ocean went
deathly quiet while they waited for the great white whale to
rise. Not a bird, a voice or a creaking boat broke that eerie
silence. But when you are waiting for a whale at the wharf,
nothing stops. The birds still squack, the punk rock tunes
8
from a fishermans radio still echo through the pilings. Have
you ever tried to wax poetic with a hot rod rumbling up and
down trying to impress the sea gulls, or a jet making a low
pass to the airport. No self-respecting whale would come up
in all this racket.
I turned to an old man next to me and smiled. He seemed
to be fishing for time -and obviously hadn't caught any. I
asked him if he had seen a whale. He cupped his hand to his
ea r., and I yelled above all the wharf noise -" A Whale I"
He shook his head and said, .. Not tOday son, I'm fishing for
mackerel ...
Then I heard the blow again. Without thinking I turned
to where the sound had been before. I felt and smelled a
light musty mist on my face and looked straight down. A long
slate colored, barnacle encrusted back appeared along the
pilings, then almost instantly sank. The old mans line was
knocked aside as the whale passed and he jerked at it in-
stinctively without looking down. I grabbed his arm and
screamed in my most excitable voice," There's the whale,
right below us!" He gave me his most perturbed (why don't
you go bother somebody your own age) look, then with an audible
creak he bent over the rail. Only a small wave splashed from
piling to piling. He turned and said," Sure, son, and the
tooth fairy left a Krugerrand in my denture cup." I stared
at him blankly for a few seconds and then turned hopefUlly
to the other fishermen nearby. There was no response, they
just stood there with the same empty expressions as before.
It had happened too fast for pictures, of course, so I just
nodded my head and walked away. People stared very strangely
as I passed. It's hard to be inconspicuous on Wharf #2 when
you are not carrying a fishing pole.
9
So don't bother asking me again. I didn't see a 22 to 25
foot juvenile gray whale, encrusted with barnacles and prob-
ably curious and a bit confused.No, not me. After all when was
the last time you found a gold coin in your denture cup.
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•
Next Meeting: December 8, 1983
Location: The Fisher Laboratory building at Hopkins Marine
Station, Pacific Grove.
Monterey Bay is blessed w~th organizations and instit-
utions dedicated to better understanding our local marine'
r
. enyironment. Facilities like Hopkins Marine Station, Long'
. Marine Lab, Moss Landing Marine Lab and now the Monterey
Bay Aquarium continue to serve the intellectual interests
of all Californians. Despite these resources there are few
opportunities for the public to directly support marine
research.
One of those opportunities is through an organization
called ORUS (Ocean Research Under Sail), formerly known as l
.. ~ (Marine Environmental Reae~1rch). ORUS \ is a public sup-
ported not-for-profitcorporation dedicated to the use of
a sailing vessel in marine studies. A silent vessel is es-
sential in acoustic studies and the observation of unihibited
behavior of marine mammals. The founders of ORUS, Russ Nilson
and Cynthia D'Vincent have been quite successful with this
approach to field study. They have recently returned from
/1/
their yearly expedition to So~theast Alaska, where they float-
ed quietly on the protected waters of Frederick Sound. Up to
800 North Pacific Humpback Whales come to feed there every
summer.
It was there that Russ and Cynthia combined surface photo-
graphy with underwater sound recordings to become the first
observers to link certain whale songs with cooperative feeding
behavior. They also recorded (on film and tape) Killer Whales
attacking Humpbacks and a Stellar Sea Lion. Photos and a story
about these exciting observations will appear in the January 84
issue of National Geographic Nagazine.
As a lucky member of ACS Monterey Bay you will have a un-
ique opportunity to hear these tales first hand and see the or-
iginal photographs at our next meeting. We are extremely please-
ed to welcome back the perminent crew of the research vessel
Varua to their home port of Monterey.
*For ~==- and her crew see the Nov./ Deco
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FINS 'N' FLUKES
Sept. 18th - Keith Glover sighted 30 Tursiops ~. (Bottlenose
Dolphins) 15 mi. west of Carmel Bay.
22nd - Fran Ciesla saw a lone Humpback going south at
Yankee Point. Kathy Lyons saw one Humpback 1
nautical mile off Pt. Lobes; two off Square Black
Rock, near Lucia; and one 7 nautical miles off
Gamboa Point.
24th - Kathy Lyons sighted 10 to 12 Pacific White-Sided
Dolphins between Pt. Conception and San Miguel Is.
25th - Kathy Lyons again with 6 Pacific White-Sided Dolph-
ins 9 nautical mi. east-southeast of Alberts Anch-
orage, Santa Cruz Island.
Oct. 31st - Mike Brooks saw 3 Tursiops just beyond the breakers
at Carmel Beach.
Nov. 3rd - Tom Dohl sighted 6 Tursiops going north past Long
Marine Lab in Santa Cruz.
4th - Randy Wells saw 5 Tursiops near Westcliff Dr. Santa
Cruz.
7th - Tom Dohl saw 3 Tursiops north of Santa Cruz.
Randy Wells spied 2 male Orcas over the Monter~'
Submarine Canyon south of Santa Cruz •.
9th - J.R. Warriner saw 9 to 10 Tursiops near Pajaro .Dunes.
B. Wursig sighted 2 Blue Whales 3 nautical mi. west
of Pt. Pinos, and 5 presumed Fin Whales 3 nautical
mi. northwest of Pt. Pinos. Two dead Harbor Porpoise
Cd and ~) were found at Zmudowski State Beach.
Five Tursiops were seen off the HOliday Inn in
Monterey.
/3/
Nov. 11th - Two Tursiops were seen off the Holiday Inn.
12th - Beverly Head sighted a lone Gray Whale off Otter Pt.
16th - Two Turs iops were seen off the Holiday Inn.
18th - Three to five Tursiops were seen off Moss Landing.
******************************************************************
The votes of confidence we receive monthly from long
standing members is a good gauge of our success as a chapter.
The following people have renewed their memberships. Thank
you for your continued support:
Esta Lee Albright
William F. Bryan
Mrs. L. Stuyvesant Chanler
Carol FUlton
Guy & Margaret Gilchrist
Judith T. Kennedy
Virginia K. Klemme
Monterey Bay Aquarium
Margaret E. Moody
Mr.&Mrs. B. Gordon Nelsor
Mrs. Ann W. Patterson
Maureen Roddick:
Audrey Scanlon
Jean Theisen
Mrs. Naomi Troth
Judson Vandevere
Dr. Thomas D. Williams
Mrs. Harold Magee
******************************************************************
A special thanks for the support of the following new ACS
Monterey Bay members:
Yvonne Honsimoule
Dr. & Mrs. Spencer MeY':lrs, Jr.
Alma Wood
Welcome back: to original Charter Members Bruce and Betty
Handy who have rejoined to support our common interest.
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Monterey Bay Chapter. American Cetacean Society
198) Review
Membership:
114 (approximately 143 members)
Financial Status:
$2413.92 as of Nov. 15. w1th an add1t10nal ~17S
1n the Marine Mammal Carrier Fund
Programs:
Th1s year the pro~rams have emphas1zed d1fferent aspects
of Cetacean environment. with a focus on Monterey Bay.
We have also had talks on current research w1th Cetaceans
and other marIne anImals around the world.
Speakers:
The follow1n~ 1s a l1st of ~est speakers for 198):
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr1l
May
June
July
AU~.
Sept.
oct.
Dec.
David Ba1n, UCSC. "Orca 1n British Columb1a ll
Bruce stewart, MLML. "5:lkhorn Sloup:h"
Films - Gray Whales. migration and taggIn~
Steven Webster, MBA. "Monterey Bay"
Jim Houk. Granite Pt •• "Aquaculture"
Pat Quinn. SrCA, "Wildlife Rescue"
Gre$Z; Caillet. MLML. "Sharks"
sandy Lydon. Cabrillo Collesr;e. "Whaling"
Tom Keat1n~, MLML. "Sea Turtles"
Susan Shane. UCSC. "Pilot Whales"
Rus Nilson. Varua. "Humpback Whales 1n Alaska and
Gray Whales 1n Monterey Bay"
/6/
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Education:
Two 3500 research grants were awarded in 198). They went
to Susan Shane for her study of Pilot Whale Behavior. and
to Dane F. Mason for continuing research on Schooling Behavior
of the Common Dolphin. Delphinus delphi.
A grant of $75 was made to Ken N1cholson,"..Moss Langinp;
graduate student, to assist in the purchase of a s1~n
containing information on Cal1fornia Sealions. which wll1
be located on the Ccast Guard Pier.
Four Board Members. M1los Radakovich. Jud Vandevere, Tom
W11liams and Steve Webster. have volunteered time and sk1lls
for lectures 1n public schools and Lyceum classes.
Special Pr03ects:
Thanks to some generous contributions. this year our
Chapter raised .$675 for the purchase of Marine Mammal Carriers
(Cetacean Slin~ and Plnnlped Box)~
Newsletter:
The Chapter pUbllshes a monthly newsletter. SOUNDINGS.
which contains current Cetacean information and items of
interest.
Eeachwatchers:
This ~roup. Which trains at the SPCA. consists of
volunteers who "sitn with stranded marine mammals. There
have been at least 12 encounters in 198).
Special Events:
Participation in SPCA Fair and co-sponsor of Craft
Fair at Quail Lod~e. Field trip to Granite Pt. in April,
/7/
SOUNDINGS NOTEBOOK
1. DEATH TOLL MOUNTS IN GULF:
Crude oil continues to pour out of damaged wells in the
Arabian Gulf. The Iranian Offshore Oil Company, which owns
wells in the Nowruz Field off northwest Iran, estimated that
one well is spilling up to 80,000 gallons a day. Three other
wells damaged in an Iraqi air attack in March are spilling
another 80,000 gallons a day.
Surveillance flights by helicopter have found large nu-
mbers of dead turtles, dolphins~ fish, sea snakes and birds.
At least 50 dugongs were found dead, and it is feared that a
large proportion of the Gulf population of this marine mammal
has been whiped out. scientists are also cOQcerned that long
lasting damage is being done to coral reefs, mangrove swamps
and shallows where fish and other marine animals breed.
2. YOUR WHATDS IN A SLING?
The long-awaited Cetacean Sling has finally been consruct-
ed and will be offically presented to the Monterey County SPCA
at our next meeting. This beautifully made cetacean carrying
device was purchased with donations from local ACS members.
3. "BENT FIN" IS BACK:
By comparing photographs from past years, Alan Baldridge
has shown that an easily identified adult Killer Whale, nick-
named "Bent Fin", has been a frequent visitor to Monterey Bay.
"Bent Fin" was photographed in 1978 and again last fall. He
has been seen again this year in both September and October.
4. DATELINE: MOSCOW
The Russians have reported the discovery of 20 Gray Whales
of the Asian popUlation, in piltun Bay on the northeast coast
of Sakhalin Island, north of Hokkaido, Japan. The Asian pop-
/81
'I
ti
ulation of GrayOs was believed on the very edge of extinction,
and has been considered commercially extinct for many years.
The Russians still hunt the eastern Pacific population of GrayOs
that migrate along the California coast.
5 ~ EL NINO HAS DONE IT AGAIN:
Add Tursiops §E., the Pacific Bottlenose Dolphin, to the
list of warm water creatures now cavorting around Monterey Bay.
Tursiops is almost never seen north of Santa Barbara and is
commonly seen south to Baja California and west to the Hawaiian
Islands. Locally they have been seen surfing the curling waves
of sandy beaches from Carmel to Santa Cruz. See FINS 'N° FLUKES
for exact dates.
6. ACS NEEDS A FEW GOOD PERSONS:
We still need volunteers to help out at the Christmas Gift
Show, Dec. 2nd through the 4th. If you are a volunteer looking
for a cause call Merilyn Georgevich (394-0514) for information.
If you can't help at least show up for the fun. The arts and
crafts will be as beautifUl as ever and the raffle items are
really great this year. There are dinners for two, whale trips
and numerous services throughout the Monterey Peninsula. Join
us this year at the scenic Quail Lodge in Carmel Valley.
7. THAT'S DOCENT OF YOUl
With just a year left before o~ening day, the Monterey Bay
Aquarium has begun to train volunteers to help with its daily
operations. Volunteer pqntions will be available in the Aquar-
ium's administrative, curatorial and education departments.
Training begins this February for Aquarium Guides, who will
learn to lead tours, work with school groups and visitors, and
taJ~e marine education programs into the community.
High school and COllege credit is available for the 16-
/9/
session training course, which offers an overview of the nat-
ural history of Monterey Bay. Topics include kelp forest ec-
ology, shorebirds, sea otters and sharks. Guides will also take
a short summer course to learn more about their favorite Aquar-
ium animals and exhibits.
Volunteers may apply at any time, but those who would like
to become Aquarium Guides should enroll in the training course
before Jaunuary 9th. Anyone 14 years old and over can apply, by
calling Anne Davis at the Monterey Bay Aquarium at (408)649-6466.
*******************************************************************
HAPPY TRAILS TO YOUr
Despite constant lobbying by English Grammar teachers I
have remained as editor, writer and illustrator of the
SOUNDINGS for one year. Unfortunately my workload has expanded,
and other equally worthy projects await. Therefore, with a
sigh of relief from the Monterey Peninsula Herald, I am abdic-
atinq my throne in favor of a very worthy contender -ACS
Secretary Nancy NOrton. I will continue to remain active as a
member-at-large of the local Board and contribute to the news-
letter and other functions as time permits.
I would like to sincerely thank the local Board for app-
roving the expansion of ~he newsletter, and all those who con-
tributed material, especially Esta Lee Albright and extra-
specially Alan Baldridge, who religiously cOllects the obser-
vations you see each month as FINS 'N' FLUKES. And many thanks
to you the members, who have made so many comments of apprec-
ia tion and approval. A very MERRY CHRIS'!MAS and HAPPY and
PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR to you all. GOOD LUCK NANCYlf;fui;!(/J~
/10/
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ACS - MONTEREY 1984 BALLOT
Please vote once for each office, confirming the nominee or
a candidate of your choice. Mail your ballot to ACS-Monterey,
PO Box HE, Pacific Grove, CA. 93950 before Dec. 1st, or bring
it to the Dec. 8th meeting. The results will be totalled at
that time and will be announced after the program. Each
membership is entitled to one vote.
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OFFICE
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Membership
CANDIDATE
Esta Lee Albright (current V.P.)
other
Sheila Baldridge
other
Nancy Norton (incumbent)
other
Joy Osborne (incumbent)
other
Jean Theisen (incumbent)
other
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
The above offices constitute our Board of Directors and must be
voted on by the membership. However, there are many appointed
positions available for those members wishing to become involv-
ed with special projects or just routine operations of our
chapter•.
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